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ABSTRACT
The thesis examines sequential learning in a neural network 
model derived by M. I. Jordan and J. L. Elman. In each of 
three experiments, different network parameters are 
systematically altered in a series of simulations. Each 
simulation measures learning ability for a specific network 
configuration. Simulation results are consolidated to 
summarize each parameter's significance in the learning 
process.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
COGNITIVE SCIENCE
In recent years, concentrated effort has been directed 
towards understanding cognitive processes. This research is 
characterized by consolidating knowledge from many diverse 
fields - psychology, neurobiology, computer science, 
linguistics and others - to derive models similar to the 
computational methods of the brain. Research directed to 
this area is considered part of the new discipline called 
Cognitive Science. In order to create realistic models, 
cognitive scientists have looked to the neurological 
structures of the brain for clues to the computing paradigms 
applicable to cognition. The natural outcome was computing 
systems based on the parallel action of many small, 
interconnected, neuron-like elements. Systems so 
constructed are called neural nets. The goal of this paper 
is to study how learning ability in these structures is 
affected by varying key network parameters.
1
2SYMBOLISM VS. CONNECTIONISM
Early attempts to understand cognitive processes came as an 
outgrowth of the analysis of languages. Through the work of 
Noam Chomsky and others a systematic representation of 
formal languages, and to some extent natural language, 
emerged. The success of these representations hinged on the 
introduction of symbolic entities, that is, entities that 
were not themselves constituents of the language but were 
rather placeholders for classes of constituents. These 
variable symbols were manipulated using well-defined rules 
to generate sentences of the language. Researchers, 
impressed by the fact that many cognitive processes can be 
readily understood when viewed as language processing, 
postulated the existence of a language of thought that 
formed the basis for all cognition with the brain as symbol 
computer. This paradigm of thinking, based on symbol 
creation and manipulation, is at the heart of the hypothesis 
hereafter referred to as Symbolist.
In the 1960's and 70's the Symbolist program was pursued by 
those interested in developing knowledge-based or expert 
systems to simulate mental processes. Such investigations 
have been the driving force behind the Artificial 
Intelligence movement. Artificial Intelligence focuses on
reproducing the outputs of cognitive processes rather than 
attempting to model the actual processes themselves. 
Artificial Intelligence draws on the rule-based systems of 
formal logic and the Von Neumann computing model to derive 
algorithms that simulate cognition.
Just as Symbolism arose out of a search for the underlying 
basis of language, an alternate paradigm arose out of an 
examination of the neurological structures and physiological 
processes of the brain. This approach attempts to build a 
theory of cognition from the bottom up, i.e. by assuming the 
underlying structures and mechanisms of thinking are rooted 
in the structure of the brain. This assumption forms the 
basis for the Connectionist Hypothesis. In accordance with 
this approach, Connectionists used neural net computing 
systems as their principle tool for investigating cognition. 
As did their Symbolist counterparts, Connectionist 
researchers discovered that for many interesting computing 
problems, e.g., pattern recognition, systems devised of 
neural nets were far more successful then those based on 
traditional structures and processes. However, by adopting 
the neural network computing paradigm, Connectionists 
abandoned the view of cognition based on the computer.
Neural nets do not compute so much as they respond to 
stimulus.
4The language used to describe typical network systems 
reflects this characteristic. Neural networks are trained, 
they learn, and their applications focus on problems of 
categorization and pattern recognition. Neural networks are 
adaptable and capable of changing the way they respond to 
stimulus. This adaptability is achieved primarily through a 
set of parameters that control network processing. Some of 
these important parameters, defined below in the body of the 
paper, are:
1. activation function coefficient
2. input representation
3. number of hidden layer units
4. learning rate
The goal of this thesis is to investigate how learning 
ability for a class of networks called recurrent networks is 
impacted by adjusting each of these of parameters. The 
outcome will be a clearer understanding of how the neural 
network paradigm can be applied to specific classes of 
computing problems, including those which model biological 
systems.
CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
NETWORK STRUCTURE
The obvious place to begin understanding neural network 
architectures is with the brain. The brain is a system of 
small processing units (neurons) connected by filaments 
(dendrites) through which pulses of electrochemical energy 
pass. A simple model based on this concept consists of a 
single processing unit, with connections to a group of input 
elements. The following structure, called an adaptive 
linear element, or ADALINE [13], embodies this idea:
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6The purpose of the ADALINE is to classify inputs xr. . .xn, 
introduced on the left side of the system, into one of two 
categories. The state of the single processing unit y0 on 
the right signals which category was selected. The 
constituent elements of the ADALINE are defined below.
These terms apply to all other network architectures 
considered in this paper:
Node
This is the primitive element of network systems 
analogous to a neuron. It is characterized by a real 
value, called an activation, ranging in value between
0.0 and 1.0. A node may also have an associated 
activation input (see below). Nodes where the 
activation has exceeded a predefined threshold value 
are said to be activated. Likewise, nodes where the 
activation values fall below the threshold are non­
activated.
Layer
A sequence of one or more nodes.
7Layer activation
A vector, the components of which are the activation 
values of the layer's constituent nodes. The 
components of the vector are arranged in node sequence.
Network
A finite sequence of layers. Networks require at least 
two layers. The first layer in the sequence is also 
referred to as the input layer. The last is the output 
layer.
Weight connection
A weight connection (also referred to as a weight 
value, weight, or connection) is a real value 
associated with a pair of nodes. The nodes in the pair 
are ordered and called initiating and terminating 
nodes. In general, weight connections can exist 
between any two nodes, even between a node and itself. 
In our experiments, however, weight connections will 
only be permitted between nodes in different layers.
In will often be convenient to think of weights as 
constituting elements of a matrix because generally
each node is connected with all other nodes in adjacent 
layers. The term weight vector will be used to 
describe the collection of all the weights initiating 
in one layer and having the same terminating node. The 
numerical values for the weights will also be 
restricted to a range of values.
Using these terms, the ADALINE pictured above is a two layer 
network whose output layer consists of one node, y0. The 
input layer consists of the nodes labeled xt. . .xB. There are 
weight connections from each node in the input layer to the 
output layer node labeled wx. . .wa. Other terms describe the 
dynamics of network processing:
Activation input
Activation input is a real value associated with a 
node. It is computed by identifying all weight 
connections for which the node is a terminating node, 
then summing the product of the weight connection with 
the respective initiating node's activation. Input 
layer nodes do not have activation inputs because the 
are no weight connections for which they are the 
terminating node.
9Activation function
The activation, or squashing, function is a function 
f(t) whose domain extends over all real values and 
whose range is the interval [0,1]. The squashing 
function maps a node's activation input to the 
activation value.
Note that the form of the squashing function is not 
specified. Earlier research took f(t) to be a linear 
function of the inputs [11,17,18] . However it is 
readily shown that using a linear function severely 
limits the system's computing power. Below are given 
three typical non-linear squashing functions. Of 
these, only the sigmoid is everywhere differentiable. 
Differentiability of the squashing function is a 
requirement for the back-propagation learning algorithm 
used in the experiments.
semilinear threshold sigmoid
Figure 2
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A node's activation value is determined based on its 
total activation input via the squashing function. The 
squashing function used in the experiments is a sigmoid 
of the form:
f(x) = 1 / (1 + eax) 
Activation flow
The relationship between layers, nodes, the activation 
function, and weights is summarized by the following 
equalities:
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In this expression,
tk+Ii = input to node i of layer k+1
tv^jj = weight between node i of level k+1 and
node j of level k.
f (t\) = activation value of node i of level k
This equation says that the input into any node is 
calculated by summing the product of the activation 
values and weights of each node of the layer beneath.
Activation flow refers to the transmission of 
activation inputs from layer to layer. It is governed 
by the above equation which applies to the general case 
where the network consists of multiple layers. An 
initial input to the first layer is required to begin 
the propagation of activations from layer to layer.
Relating these terms to the ADALINE model, the component 
with the circled summation sign represents t, the summed 
product of the weights and nodes from the preceding layer. 
For this ADALINE there is no activation function, so the 
output y0 = t.
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As indicated from these definitions, a neural network is 
created by selectively linking nodes in one layer to nodes 
in another layer. For basic models, each node of a given 
layer is connected to every node of the next layer in the 
network sequence (except for the output layer, for which 
there is no next layer). This is normally done by 
establishing the connection's initiating node as an element 
of a layer in the series, and the connection's terminating 
node as an element of the next layer. Complex models such 
as those used in this paper require more involved connection 
schemes. In any case, the connections are assigned a 
numeric value, usually fixed within some range, that 
determines the strength of the connection.
As discussed above, the ADALINE's output consists of a 
signal at the output layer generated upon the application of 
a stimulus to the input layer. Initially, there is no 
correlation between input and output. For the ADALINE to 
properly recognize inputs it must undergo a training phase 
during which network weights are adjusted by comparing 
actual with intended outputs. The network has learned and 
is ready to do useful work when its output responses are 
consistently correct. This is verified by testing against 
(possibly) new inputs. The following section discusses 
these procedures in detail.
13
NETWORK PROCESSING
Network processing occurs in two phases - training and 
testing. During training, the network is repeatedly 
presented with training symbols. After each presentation, a 
response is generated and the net then reconfigures itself 
according to some learning algorithm in order to decrease 
error in subsequent presentations. During testing, the 
network is presented with other inputs that may or may not 
coincide with the training symbols. After each presentation 
the network also produces a response; however no network 
reconfiguration takes place during testing.
Below are a set of terms which relate to network training 
and testing procedures:
Symbol
Symbols are abstract entities external to the network. 
There are two representations of symbols, an input 
symbol representation and an output symbol 
representation. The circumstance that one entity can 
have multiple representations is paralleled in natural 
language, where the abstract concept of bed has an 
English representation consisting of the letters 'b',
'e' and 'd' and a French representation consisting of
14
' 1', ' i' and ' t'. Both input and output 
representations for symbols take the form of binary 
vectors. The term symbol representation also refers to 
the vector identified by the symbol.
A binary vector is a vector where each component is 
valued either 0 or 1. All input and output symbol 
representations are in the form of such binary vectors. 
Because a symbol representation is viewed as a vector, 
its components have a fixed dimensionality and order. 
This makes it possible to associate vector elements 
with layer nodes in a consistent and repeatable manner.
Training symbol
A training symbol is a symbol used in the training 
process for a net. As with all symbols, it has two 
representations: an input symbol representation and an 
output symbol representation. In order to be a valid 
training symbol, the dimensionality of the input symbol 
representation must equal the number of nodes in the 
input layer of the net, and the dimensionality of the 
output symbol representation must equal the number of 
nodes in the output layer of the net. The input and
15
output representations for a given training symbol may 
or may not resemble each other.
Input presentation
An input presentation occurs when the network input 
layer nodes are assigned node values that equal the 
vector components of an input symbol representation.
Forward Pass
The phase of network training in which the activation 
flow is initiated by the input presentation and 
transferred from layer to layer to the output 
presentation.
Output presentation
An output presentation is the vector of values of the 
output layer nodes after the forward pass (also see 
"Training Cycle" below) has completed. The generation 
of an output presentation is the last step of the 
forward pass. The output presentation is also referred 
to as the response or output of the input presentation.
16
The following example illustrates how symbols and their 
input and output representations are used in network 
processes. Suppose one wanted to perform an input 
presentation of a symbol representing a dog; call it "dog". 
In order to do this the input representation for "dog" has 
to first be defined in the context of the network which uses 
it. The symbol representation definitions are established 
outside the scope of the network and network processing and 
remain fixed throughout the course of experimentation. For 
example, a possible input representation for "dog" for a 
network with seven input layer nodes would be the vector (0, 
1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1). When used in the performance of an input 
presentation, it would result in the activations:
o • • o o o •
The solid circles represent an activation value 1.0 for that 
node, the empty ones a activation of 0.0. The input 
presentation would be affected by assigning the first input 
layer node a 0.0 activation value, the second 1.0, and so 
on, so that the input layer activation values matched those 
of the symbol's input representation. Likewise for the 
output layer, where an output representation is defined by a 
particular pattern of active and inactive nodes. Say the 
output representation for "dog" is
17
o o o •
where as before the solid and empty circles represent active 
and inactive states, respectively. Note that the input and 
output representations need not resemble each other, either 
in size or pattern of activations.
Training target
The training target is the output symbol representation 
of the training symbol selected as the intended system 
output. It is used to calculate presentation error 
during network learning.
Presentation error
The presentation error is the sum of the absolute 
values of the differences between corresponding 
elements of the output presentation and the training 
target. Average presentation error is determined over 
a series of presentations. It can be computed for 
either a specific training symbol or all training 
symbols.
18
Training pattern
A training pattern is a sequence of training symbols. 
During the training phase, the training pattern is 
presented to the network, each training symbol in 
succession. The network learning goal in our case is 
to be able to produce, upon input presentation, an 
output presentation that is identical to the output 
symbol representation for the next training symbol in 
the training pattern.
Back Pass
This is the phase of the training cycle for networks 
using a method called back-propagation to effect 
learning. During this phase an error signal is 
propagated back from the output to the input layers. 
This error signal is used to adjust the weight values, 
which effect learning.
Training Cycle
Networks for which learning requires evaluation of 
outputs against training symbols external to the 
system, i.e. supervised learning, follow a cyclic 
training process. For the networks studied here, the
19
cycle includes a phase in which activation is 
propagated from the input to the output layer (the 
forward pass), and a phase during which processing 
actions proceed from the output layer back to the input 
layer (the back pass).
Learning
Network learning is defined in terms of the 
presentation error during network training. The 
network is considered to be learning when, except for 
small fluctuations, the presentation error is 
continually diminishing. The presentation error can be 
evaluated in several ways, for example either for 
individual training symbols or for all training 
symbols. A more detailed discussion of learning and 
learning criteria is given below.
Tolerance
Tolerance refers to a percentage or range by which a 
parameter may miss its intended value and still be 
accepted. For example, the definition of acceptable 
learning for a particular experiment may depend on some 
measure of the presentation error plus a tolerance
20
which would represent a range of acceptable values for 
the presentation error.
Cycle
Cycles refer to repetitive patterns of activation 
levels, errors, or weight values.
Stability
Network stability occurs during training when the 
presentation error either remains relatively constant, 
or changes in a cyclical manner. The specific 
definition of stable network differs between 
experiments, but still ultimately depends on the change 
or lack thereof in presentation error over time.
The basic actions involved during training for the layered 
neural network models consist of the following steps:
1. An input presentation is made.
2. Activation flow is propagated in the forward pass 
from the input to output layers. Networks that
21
process activations in one direction through the 
network layers are called feed forward.
3. The output presentation is evaluated. If the
criteria for successful learning have been met, 
the training process stops. Otherwise the network 
weights are adjusted according to the learning 
algorithm and the system repeats these.
The key aspect of training is the adjustments in the 
weights. This is the essence of learning in neural network 
systems. The knowledge embodied in neural systems is 
encoded in the weight values so the only way that the system 
can adapt its response to the inputs is through weight 
modifications.
A learning algorithm is employed in the ADALINE to adjust 
weights during training. This rule, used in step three to 
modify the weights, is called the LMS (least mean square) 
rule, or the Widrow-Hoff Delta Rule after its originators.
In two layered nets this rule adjusts the weight vector by 
adding to it a vector that is collinear with the input 
symbol presentation vector, but whose orientation (the same 
or opposite to that of the input symbol representation) and 
magnitude will vary. The magnitude of this vector depends 
on the presentation error and a learning constant (usually
22
set between 1.0 and 0.1). The vector orientation depends on 
the sign of the error term:
= o^.d + 2 * e * Xbput / \X-mm\2
where Wncw is the weight vector after the
adjustment
IVold is the weight vector before the
adjustment 
2 is the learning constant
e is the presentation error term
i^nput i-s the input presentation vector
The weight adjustment vector, represented by the second term 
on the right hand side of the equation, can then be 
interpreted as that change in the weights in the direction 
of the minimum possible error. Repeated applications of 
this rule decreases the total error by a factor proportional 
to the learning rate. In the ADALINE diagram, this process 
is represented by the circled "comparator" and the box 
labeled "Delta Rule". The intended output d is subtracted 
from t to yield an error term. This term is used in the 
Delta Rule to adjust the weights wn for the next training 
presentation.
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It can be shown [17,18] that the computing ability of two- 
layered networks is severely restricted. Networks 
consisting of three layers, however, can effectively 
implement an arbitrary mapping between a domain of input 
vectors and a range of output vectors. However, for 
networks with more than two layers the question arises on 
how to consistently apply the Delta Rule. The problem lies 
in the determination of an error measure. For the output 
layer, determining an error measurement is straightforward: 
it is just the difference between the intended and actual 
outputs. However for internal layers the idea of what the 
correct activation is not as easily defined. The 
backpropagation algorithm was developed in order to 
effectively assign an error value to hidden layer nodes.
BACK-PROPAGATION
The back-propagation network training was algorithm 
independently discovered by P. J. Werbos in 1974, and later 
by D. E. Rumelhart, and D. B. Parker. It became popular 
after Rumelhart, Williams and Hinton [17] showed how back­
propagation could be used to solve actual learning problems. 
This procedure has been selected as the learning algorithm 
for weight adjustment in all experiments.
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Back-propagation was derived from the Widrow-Hoff Delta 
Rule; in fact back-propagation is also called the 
generalized delta rule. As with the Delta Rule, back- 
propagation is designed to minimize the mean squared 
presentation error. Weight adaptation in the third step in 
training is carried out by starting with the output layer 
and working backwards towards the input layer. The goal is 
to propagate an error signal back through the net so that 
change is applied most efficiently among the weights. Note 
that in contrast to the case of a single ADALINE, the output 
presentation and the error are vectors. The weights are 
also now matrices. Note also that the form of the back- 
propagation rule is the same as that of the Delta Rule:
Wji(new) = IVji(old) + I * e  ^* X\
Here the prime mark indicates that the value belongs to the 
layer preceding the current, i.e unprimed, layer in the 
feed-forward training sequence. X\ is the activation of the 
ith node in the preceding layer. The ei term is error for 
node j in the current layer. If the current layer is the 
output layer, et is of the form:
ej = °j(l ~ °j) (3 " °j)
25
Here Oj is the output presentation value of the jth node and 
dj is the target value for the jth node. If the current 
layer is not the output layer, e} is:
The ek term in the summation represents the weighted error 
contributions from all nodes in the next layer. Now ej 
represents the portion of the error which can be attributed 
to erroneous inputs from the preceding layer. The effect is 
to assign weight changes so as to maximize decrease in 
error, i.e. along the path of steepest descent of the error 
gradient.
SEQUENTIAL NETWORKS
In the mid 1980's a network was developed by Michael I. 
Jordan to simulate sequential learning. His network began 
with the feed-forward characteristics of simple ADALINE 
systems, but included a hidden layer and recurrent 
connections in the form of an auxiliary context layer:
26
o o o o o o <- output layer
o o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o o  <- hidden layer
o o o o o o <- context
o o o o o o <- input
layer
Figure 4
In this diagram of the Jordan net, the arrows represent the 
direction of activation flow during the forward pass. The 
actual number of nodes in the layer is illustrative; it is 
the relationship between the layers that characterizes the 
network architecture. The addition of the context layer is 
the key innovation: along with the input layer, the context
layer provides a extra contribution of activations to the 
hidden nodes. The context layer, in turn, is valued using 
the previous activations of the output layer. The 
recurrency provided by the context layer represents feedback 
from previous network behavior. The context stores the
27
history, that is, the past activation, of output layer 
activity and thereby establishes a context for each new 
input symbol presentation. It is this ability to provide a 
context that allows the network to learn a sequence of 
symbols, where a given input may have different correct 
outputs depending on the input's place in the sequence.
The three step training cycle described above applies 
equally well to the Jordan net. The two significant 
enhancements are the addition of context layer and the use 
of the back-propagation rule for adjusting the weights.
The context layer is updated after every presentation; this 
occurs after the forward pass is completed and before the 
backward pass begins. There are several ways in which 
information from the output layer is stored in the context 
layer. One strategy is simply to copy the output layer 
activations directly into the context layer. Another idea 
is to weight the contributions from past outputs:
context_layer(t=1) = output_layer(l=0)
context_layer(t+1) = s * context_layer(l) + output_layer(0
In these relations t is the current time step and s is in 
the range [0,1]. The closer s is to 1, the more
28
heavily weighted the context layer is towards the most 
recent values of the output layer.
J. L. Elman adapted this net for his own experiments which 
were similar to those conducted by Jordan. As with the 
Jordan net, Elman's system is a feed-forward network with 
recurrent connections, including a hidden layer and a 
context layer. Elman's innovation was to link the context 
layer to the hidden layer instead of the output layer. The 
weights to the context layer are fixed, whereas the weights 
directed from the context layer back to the hidden layer 
change with learning. This network constitutes the basic 
architecture for all our network experiments. Details of 
how the network was implemented can be reviewed in the 
program listing included in Appendix C.
CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENT ARCHITECTURE
In this section we discuss some specific methods and 
strategies that were common to all the experiments.
NETWORK CONFIGURATION
As mentioned in the Introduction, the Jordan/Elman network 
model was used for all the experiments. Extensive 
experimentation was conducted simply to determine a working 
range of network parameters. Once established, these limits 
and other boundary values were common to all the 
simulations. A default learning rate of 0.3 was selected. 
Randomly assigned weights were initialized between -0.5 and
0.5 (although in other sets of experiments this range was 
varied). The weights were not allowed out of the range - 
50.0 to +50.0, regardless of the inputs from contributing 
nodes. In practice, this limit was rarely reached. Node 
activations ranged between 0.0 and 1.0.
In the simulation software, only the basic characteristics 
of the net were fixed; e.g. the number of layers and the
29
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learning algorithm. The detailed specifications were 
supplied at run time using a language, Network Definition 
Script (NDS), that fixed the key variables that customized 
the system to each particular experiment. Appendix B gives 
a detailed description of this language. Each experiment 
was driven by NDS, a sample of which is given below:
FILE INPUT S N0TES2.MUS
FILE TRAIN TRAINFIL.1
FILE WEIGHTS 01H 01H 01H
FILE TEST TESTFIL.1
FILE OUTPUT 01A
INITPARM 2 4
• •
9 /
7 9  
• •
INERTIA 1 0.10
this is the training file 
save weights w/ these extents 
test file
write train/test output 
this file
initialize weights 
using weight file #4
9 9
7 7
7 7
7 7
7 7 
• •
9 9
PASSES 10 
DETAIL 0
ENDTRAIN 1
• •
9 9  
• •
9 9
CONTEXT 0
7 7 
• •
9 9
7 7
LEARN 5 0.01 
7 7 
7 7
reduce learning for 
consecutive input 
representations that don't 
share 20% of their nodes' 
presentation error 
tolerance is 0.1
maximum 10 passes
no detail logging
end training where error 
drops below minimum
select method for using 
context layer; 0 means just 
copy previous values from the 
hidden layer
learning criteria is 5 
consecutive presentation
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errors for each training 
symbol representation with 
total av. error per node 
< 0.01
set thresholds and associated 
learning rates
set starting squashing 
coefficient; sets 
default of constant 
co-efficient value throughout 
training & testing
open weights file
start training
close weight files
run the test
close the log file
end simulation
The script executed many individual simulations. Each 
simulation consisted of an initialization phase, a training 
phase, and a testing phase. During the initialization 
phase, all the files to be used in the simulation are first 
specified. These include the output log file, the training 
file, the testing file, the file used to specify the input 
pattern representations, and an optional set of initial 
weight values. Accumulators are reset to zero, boolean 
variables used to control processing are set, and default 
values for system parameters such as learning rates are 
established. These values can be subsequently overridden
/ 9
• m
9  9  
« •
THRESHOLD 0.1 0.3 0.30 0.30
SQUASH 0 5.0
9 9
9 9  
. *
9 9
9 9
SAVEWT 1 
. .
TRAIN
SAVEWT 0 
7 7
TEST 
. .
CLOSE
QUIT
9 9  
9 9
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according to the goals of the particular simulation. If 
weight files are specified, they are loaded at this time. 
Otherwise the weights initialized to random values or to 
zero.
TRAINING PROCEDURE
The training phase consists of repetitions of the back- 
propagation training process for each element of the 
training file. The training file lists the elements of the 
training pattern in reverse order. A simplified step by 
step explanation of the training process used in all the 
simulations is given below:
1. Complete the forward pass
A. Establish the current training symbol as the 
training target; read the next training symbol 
from the training pattern. This new symbol 
becomes the current training symbol.
B. Perform an input presentation.
C. Apply the input layer node activations through the 
input-hidden layer weight set to determine the
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contribution to the input layer's contribution to 
the hidden layer.
D. Add in the contribution from the context layer 
nodes by applying the context layer node 
activation values through the context-hidden layer 
weight set.
E. Sum the contributions from steps C and D and use 
the squashing function to calculate the activation 
on the hidden layer nodes.
F. Apply the hidden layer node activation values 
through the hidden-output layer weight set to 
determine the inputs to the output layer nodes.
G. Use the squashing function to determine the output 
presentation.
2. Complete the backward pass
A. Calculate the presentation error.
B. For each node in the output layer, divide up its 
error and assign it proportionally to the hidden
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layer nodes. Hidden layer nodes that were the 
most active receive the most error. There is then 
an error associated with each hidden layer-output 
layer node pair. This error between hidden and 
output layer nodes is converted to a delta in the 
weight that connects them (back-propagation).
C. Apply the same process between the hidden and 
input layers. The error that had been assigned to 
each hidden layer node is divided up amongst the 
input layer nodes according as to how they 
contributed to that hidden layer node's 
activation. The weights between connected hidden 
and input layer nodes are adjusted in the same way 
as in step B.
D. The hidden layer activation values are used to 
update the context layer.
Depending on the experiment, there are other actions that 
are carried out in conjunction with the back-propagation 
steps. Also, some experiments many alter or even omit some 
of these steps entirely.
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TESTING AND RECORDING RESULTS
The testing phase is initiated immediately after the 
conclusion of the training phase, regardless if the training 
phase was successful or not. A separate file passes by the 
network in exactly the same manner as during training, with 
the exception that the backward passes are not executed. 
During testing the output log file has recorded the results 
of every presentation of the test file. The average error 
per presentation is also tracked in the log file at 
intervals of twenty presentations. Finally, the training 
file is again passed by the network, with the backward pass 
omitted as before.
The disk file log is updated continually during both 
training and testing. In addition to this log, the software 
maintains a continuous display on the PC monitor. This 
display included static information such as the names of the 
files used in the test, the number of hidden layer unit 
used, and values for other parameters established in the NDS 
file. The display also describes the ongoing training 
progress with information such as the average error per 
node, error values for the last presentation of each of the 
input symbols, and the last symbol read that failed the 
criteria for learning.
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The experimental results were derived after consolidating 
and summarizing the outcomes of each of the individual 
simulations. As shown in the script sample, each session 
had its own characteristic initialization sequence that set 
the specific values for the network parameters to be tested. 
In this way, the individual sessions acted as probes that 
could be directed by altering a small number of parameters.
A picture of how the network responds to variations in these 
parameters is established by consolidating the results of 
many such probes.
TRAINING INPUTS
The training inputs used in these experiments were initially 
modeled after the simulations of J. Elman and other workers 
[2,5,6,7,8]. In Elman's serial learning problems, the 
sequence to be learned consisted of a series of one syllable 
pseudo words. These words were generated using a consonant 
followed by either one, two, or three vowels. A sample 
series would then be:
gaawuvoowuvoogaagaawu... etc.
The network task was to successfully predict the vowels in 
the series. We began with this idea and adapted it using 
the metaphor of a musical scale. Our symbol set consisted
of eight symbols, thought of as musical notes. In the 
training pattern, the notes appeared in succession as an 
ascending scale followed by a descending scale:
abcdefghgfedcb
A training file based on this training pattern was used for 
many of the simulations. For simplicity, the notes in the 
file were identified by numerals; i.e the numeral '0' 
replaced the letter 'a'. In this way the numeric value of 
the numeral could double as an array index. This file 
constitutes the basic training file. An alternate scale was 
also used that doubled notes at the scale endpoints ('0' and 
'7' symbols). This was done so that the number of each type 
of note in any fragment of the training cycle would, on 
average, be the same. Both files consisted of fifty 
repetitions of the ascending/descending scale to be learned.
These files were used as the starting points for creating 
other training files. In one experiment, a set of corrupted 
training files were required as part of the training test. 
These files were generated from the initial training files 
by 'seeding' them with errors in varying amounts.
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Another training set was generated using a random 
permutation of the elements of the basic training file. In 
this new set, the number of notes in the pattern to be 
learned was the same, as was the number of instances of each 
note. The difference was only that there was no order to 
the appearance of each note. This was significant for those 
simulations where continuity of the input representation 
patterns was a factor.
LEARNING
In each of the four experiments, the goal of the network is 
to generate the output symbol representation of a training 
symbol in the training series, after having made an input 
presentation of the preceding symbol's input symbol 
representation. The presentation error is measured after 
each pass as a gauge of network learning. However the 
decision as to when the learning process is complete is 
somewhat arbitrary. Many experimenters [1,2,17] require 
that each output node fall within some tolerance of the 
correct value. Typically, a 10% error is allowed. This is 
the value adopted for these simulations unless otherwise 
noted.
Another issue is how many consecutive output presentations 
within tolerance are needed to establish that the network
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has successfully learned its sequence. Our systems must 
produce a presentation error within the specified tolerance 
twenty times in succession, for each symbol, before training 
is successfully terminated. An exception was in the third 
experiment, where the required number of consecutive correct 
outputs was reduced to five. This proved advisable because 
in this experiment, the training sequence was randomly 
sprinkled with incorrect symbols. The system error would 
take a brief jump after encountering one of these anomalies, 
thereby ruining the current streak of consecutive correct 
responses. The more incorrect inputs were added to the 
training file, the more likely this was to happen. Reducing 
the number of consecutive correct responses to five gave a 
fairer idea of how well the network learned.
There are other measures of learning proficiency. One is 
tracking the average error per node over a given number of 
consecutive presentations. In many cases this is a fairer 
measure of the success of the learning process, especially 
if only one node (out of, say, a sixteen node representation 
size) is causing the system to fail the first test. After 
many experiments, this effect was seen to be very common.
It was not unusual to find one simulation terminate well 
before another, yet have a larger presentation error due to 
a pair of nodes in a cycle. It became clear that such a 
second learning criteria was indicated. In practice both
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criteria were often used together. For our simulations, 
presentation error was evaluated for twenty consecutive 
presentations.
Processing statistics were tracked using arrays that stored 
the error for each node of the representation for each 
symbol, for a particular number of presentations of that 
symbol (twenty in our case). These arrays were updated 
after the forward pass was completed for each presentation.
CONVERGENCE
Convergence represents the extent to which the network has 
reached a stable solution to the training problem. The 
convergence issue only concerns whether or not the network 
has stopped learning, not if a solution has been found that 
is within the error tolerances. Because the weight values 
encode the system response to training, convergence is 
measured by examining the weights for evidence of stable 
patterns. As demonstrated in the experimental results, this 
stability can be expressed in two ways: either as 
(relatively) static values in the weights or as cyclical 
values.
CHAPTER 4 
EXPERIMENT 1 - SQUASHING FUNCTION
PURPOSE
In all the network models used in these experiments, the 
activation updates are determined by a squashing function:
f(x) = 1 / (1 + e'“)
This function consolidates inputs from other nodes and 
establishes the node's activation level. The coefficient to 
the exponential term in this equation determines the slope 
of the sigmoid curve at x=0. It also determines the 
sensitivity of the function to changes in the argument. The 
goal of the experiment is to determine if the squashing 
function coefficient can be dynamically adjusted during 
training to facilitate network learning.
The experimental procedure is to increase the value of the 
coefficient for a predetermined number of presentation
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cycles, then restore it to its original value. This change 
resembles a pulse, during which the activations are 
calculated under the new squashing function. After the 
pulse, we see whether the system is in a new state from 
which more effective learning can ensue.
DISCUSSION
Researchers have employed strategies similar to the one used 
here. For example, P. Somlensky [17] used systems similar to 
this one in his study of pattern recognition machines. One 
problem he considered was to decide which of several 
exemplars was being presented to the network, based on a 
fragmentary input pattern. The network was first trained to 
recognize each of a set of exemplars based on an uncorrupted 
input set. Testing then consisted of presentations of new 
inputs. These inputs were based on the exemplars, but 
corrupted so as to be inconsistent with any one 
interpretation. The network task is to determine the most 
likely choice. In his model, the network is viewed as a 
thermodynamic system where the total error is interpreted as 
an energy. The learning goal is to minimize this energy by 
selecting the output pattern that minimizes the degree of 
inconsistency within the input pattern. The analogy with 
thermodynamic systems is embodied in the idea that such 
systems will seek their minimum energy state.
At each learning iteration, each node makes a decision to 
become active or not based on how that decision would impact 
the total energy (error) of the system. The decision is 
made using a Probability Distribution Function (PDF) based 
on the difference in total error resulting from a decision 
to activate or not to activate. This PDF takes the form of 
a sigmoid function, just like the one used as a squashing 
function in our experiments. The two functions essentially 
have the same role; that is, they determine the output state 
of the node.
Pk = 1 / (1 + exp (-Ek / T))
Pk is the probability that the kth node becomes activated.
Ek is the difference in the total system energy between the 
case where the node does in fact become active and the case 
where it does not. A randomizing element is introduced into 
the PDF by including a denominator, T in the exponent's 
coefficient. This term represents a randomizing 
"temperature" that is initialized at a high value and 
gradually reduced to allow the system to settle into an 
optimum state; that is, one that minimizes the total error. 
When T dominates, the probability for a state change is 
fairly random because the energy difference is not that
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significant. For small T, the decision to change state is 
heavily dependent on the energy difference. Using this 
model, this temperature, called the annealing temperature, 
can be briefly raised to throw the system out of an energy 
well, then gradually lowered back down as the system seeks 
an optimal configuration.
Probability = 1
Probability = 0
Figure 5
In Smolensky's simulations the temperature was only lowered 
in gradual steps. But in would be possible to temporarily 
increase this annealing temperature in the event the system 
became stalled in a local minima. This should have the same 
effect as in the current model where the node activations 
are computed using essentially the same PDF relation.
METHOD
As with the other experiments, this experiment consisted of 
a set of simulations initiated via a parameter file. The 
SQUASH parameter was used to describe the manner in which
/
T
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the squashing function coefficient is changed during the 
training phase.
The SQUASH parameter includes four integer arguments. These 
integer values are described as follows:
interval duration - this is the number of 
presentations over which the new coefficient value is 
maintained, i.e the pulse duration.
interval separation - this value specifies the minimum 
number of presentations between pulses.
rise and drop - these values specify over how many 
presentations the change to and from the pulse value 
will occur. These numbers also determine what the new 
pulse value will be because the coefficient will be 
incremented/decrement by the same amount at each step.
The simulations were performed in several sets, each set 
using a different group of initialization weights. Due to 
the experimental variations resulting from the particular 
weight initializations used, a two-fold criteria was used to 
determine successful learning. If the network presented 
correct outputs five times in succession for each of the 
output symbols, the training was concluded successfully.
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Additionally, if the total average error per node, computed 
over the last twenty symbols presented was under 0.01, the 
training was also successfully terminated.
Apart from the learning criteria, the other key measurement 
is the stability of the system. In its original form, the 
test was keyed on the presentation-by-presentation change in 
the system's total error. If this total did not change 
sufficiently, the system was considered to be caught in a 
cycle and a pulse was initiated. During simulation 
processing this determination was made by subtracting 
consecutive error measurements on the output layer. If the 
absolute value of the difference did not exceed a certain 
threshold over a predetermined number of presentations, the 
system was considered to be stabilized. If at the same time 
the learning criteria were not satisfied, then the system 
was considered to be trapped in a local minima and a pulse 
was generated. However, this method did not adequately 
recognize the more common situation where the system was 
trapped in a cycle of repeated values. In such cases, 
errors for each node alternate between two values in 
consecutive presentations. The error difference between 
presentations remains well over zero, as it would if the 
system were converging normally. However in this case the 
system is trapped just a effectively as if the total change 
were low.
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As a result of this effect, an alternate method was used to 
test for stability. The new method compared error change 
for each individual node over every other presentation.
This technique worked well in cases where the cycle period 
was equal to two. From observation of the system during 
processing, it was discovered that cycles did in fact evolve 
to two nodes, each alternately displaying large errors on 
every other presentation. Occasionally, three nodes might 
participate in a cycle where one after the other would fail 
the error test. Even in this case, typically one of the 
nodes eventually stabilized and dropped out of the cycle.
For this reason, assuming an alternating sequence proved 
sufficient to track cycles. The more general problem of an 
arbitrary cycle period was not addressed.
To track system stability, the total errors for each symbol 
over the previous twenty presentations were stored in an 
array. The system was considered stable if every other 
value for the total test error for each symbol was the same, 
within a specified tolerance. For these simulations, the 
tolerance value was 0.001. After some initial testing 
experience, it was also decided to disable the pulsing 
feature when the total average error per node fell below 
0.01. This was done because at that limit, the network has 
nearly learned the sequence and a pulse would only delay the 
convergence to a correct solution.
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RESULTS
Experimental results are presented in the graphs that 
follow. However, not all results are represented: for a 
percentage of tests (about 40%) the condition for stability 
was never met for that particular combination of weight file 
and input representation set. Consequently the cycle was 
never applied and all the simulations yielded the same 
result. For the remainder, the cycle was initiated at least 
once. The graphs on the next two pages show representative 
examples from the corpus of tests in this category.
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The first graph plots the size of the pulse, measured in 
number of presentations over which it was maintained, by the 
number of presentations needed to meet the learning 
requirement defined above. Note that the zero value for 
pulse size represents the experimental control, i.e, the 
learning speed in the case where the system was allowed to 
complete the training process normally. The graph presents 
the two most common outcomes. The top line (the weight file 
#4 simulation) shows the results of applying pulses of 
varying durations when the stabilization criteria had been 
met. For large pulse values, the effect was 
counterproductive; the control actually learned better. On 
the other hand, small pulses (25 to 50 presentations long) 
were successful in reducing learning time. Approximately 
3 0% of the tests were in this category. The second line is 
typical of the remainder of the cases, where the pulses 
either inhibited the training process, or did no good at 
all.
The second graph examines the case where a pulse enhances 
learning in greater detail. It plots the average error, 
computed in groups of 20 consecutive presentations, as 
training progresses. As the training process continues, 
moving from left to right on the graph, the average error 
gradually diminishes. However in this case the rate of
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decline starts to weaken and the curve flattens. At this 
point the stability criteria are met and the pulse 
generating mechanism is initiated. The large spike on the 
right is the result of the application of a pulse. The 
error dramatically rises during the pulse interval (25 
presentations), but afterward the system quickly falls back 
to near the pre-pulse error level, then below. The system 
quickly attains the required learning level and the training 
is terminated.
GLOBAL VARIABLES
This experiment is one of several attempts to install a 
special feedback mechanism into the network architecture.
The purpose of such a mechanism would be to continually 
adjust one or more key learning parameters based on the 
value of some global property, that is, a property of the 
network as a whole. This approach was inspired by 
Smolensky's metaphor of the thermodynamical system. One 
would like to identify state variables that play a analogous 
role in networks as entropy and pressure do in 
thermodynamical systems. Relationships between such state 
variables would replace the descriptions of inter-neuron 
interactions among individual neurons now used to describe 
neural networks. This would constitute a macroscopic
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understanding of neural networks that eliminates the 
complexity inherent in systems with many degrees of freedom 
such as an ideal gas or large neural network.
What would the characteristics be of such state variables? 
Some candidates are:
1. Locally measurable
It would be an advantage not to rely on a network-wide 
calculation to compute the variable. This was one of 
the weaknesses in the measure for stability that uses 
total error. This measure required a calculation based 
on the state of the network as a whole. It would be 
simpler to be able to rely on information embodied in 
the state of the network element itself or its 
immediate environment. This would also be more 
consistent with the general observation that networks 
are robust systems that can survive damage or 
alteration. Somehow the state variable should be 
locally computable, yet reflect a global property.
2. Physically realistic
A computer simulation can provide storage and 
computational capabilities that cannot be practically
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realized in a physical instantiation of the network.
For example, in the simulations for this and other 
experiments, the values for weights, activations, and 
errors are stored and recalled as parameters in 
calculations. Network features relying on this type of 
storage capability are unlikely candidates for state 
variables.
Many additional experiments were conducted in this area.
They examined changes in the weight deltas, the length of 
vectors formed from the weight values, and calculations 
based on these parameters. The hope was that during 
training the network would evolve into a state, 
characterized by a global variable, that could be used as a 
trigger. The trigger would initiate some other action that 
would enhance learning; e.g. reduction of the learning rate. 
Unfortunately a really satisfactory result was not obtained 
and the topic has been omitted from this paper.
CHAPTER 5 
EXPERIMENT 2 - HIDDEN UNITS
PURPOSE
The purpose of this experiment is to investigate how 
learning in Jordan/Elman nets is impacted by changing the 
number of nodes in the hidden layer.
DISCUSSION
One of the key characteristics of neural networks is that 
they map symbols with similar input representations to 
similar output presentations. Similar representations are 
those with a significant proportion of overlapping active 
nodes. This characteristic is a great advantage for 
stability and robustness of the network, but it presents a 
problem if the learning task requires that dissimilar inputs 
be mapped to similar outputs. The system must then rely on 
the inconsistent representations of the inputs. It cannot 
provide a consistent interpretation of the activation of the 
input nodes and will fail to learn the mapping. It has been 
shown by Kolmogorov and Hecht-Nielsen that systems with no
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hidden units cannot solve the general problem of learning 
arbitrary mappings between the input and output layers, but 
that a network with at least one hidden layer can [17,18].
A simple example of this effect is the exclusive-OR network, 
implemented as an ADALINE, which accepts two inputs, each of 
which can assume one of two values, and maps them into one 
of two categories:
input l input 2 Output
maps to
0 0  > 0
0 1  > 1
1 0  > 1
1 1  > 0
Figure 6
Here is an case where dissimilar input representations map 
to the same output. In this sense the input representations 
are inconsistent and do not explicitly embody the symbols' 
characteristic feature, namely, their parity. If there was
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an additional parity input added to the ADALINE, the value 
of which was a function of the other two inputs, then a 
suitable mapping could be found. This extra input can be 
interpreted as part of the system's internal representation 
of the inputs and overcomes the inability of the original 
network to successfully classify the inputs.
Hidden units provide internal representations for the input 
symbols [5,8,10,17]. In doing so they identify features or 
characteristics of the inputs that are not manifested in the 
input representations themselves. As Elman [6] points out 
"the network uses its hidden units to construct a 
functionally-based representational scheme". In the example 
above, parity is an important characteristic of the inputs 
relative to the outputs required by the network. The hidden 
node identifies this underlying characteristic automatically 
and its activation value correlates with the value of the 
parity characteristic. Also note that now the feature 
whereby similar inputs product similar outputs is retained 
using the hidden nodes. Only now, similarity means similar 
hidden unit representations, not similar input unit 
representations.
These representations are internal in the sense that they 
are formulated by the system itself in the course of 
training and stored in hidden units, which do not directly
interface to the outside world. This is in contrast to the 
representations of the inputs as they are presented to the 
system. These representations are presumably generated by 
some external agent and are not modifiable by the network. 
From these considerations it is clear that Elman's use of 
the hidden layer is a more effective means to track training 
history than by supplying, for example, a copy of the last 
input symbol representation.
RELATED STUDIES
In other experiments, investigators [12] have plotted 
learning time against number of network hidden layer nodes. 
As in the case with these simulations, the learning time 
drops precipitously when a minimum number of nodes is used. 
After this limit, or critical number, little improvement is 
seen in learning accuracy. It was also concluded that 
increasing the number of input patterns increased the 
critical number of nodes. Interestingly, the experimenters 
applied a pruning technique by which weights to the output 
layer were dropped if their absolute values were less than a 
threshold. It was determined that inputs from these weights 
could be ignored without adversely affecting recognition. 
Furthermore a computational advantage is realized by 
omitting these inputs.
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Elman [5,6,8] has studied the hidden layer responses during 
network training. One affect has been the gradual 
organizing and consolidating of hidden layer activations as 
training progresses. It was explained above how the hidden 
layer finds features of the training symbols that may not be 
manifest in their input symbol representations. In the 
course of training networks to recognize English sentence 
structure, it was found that the internal representations of 
words were clustered according to their semantic 
significance. Nouns and verbs, for example, were grouped 
separately in the hidden layers. The network succeeded in 
uncovering the function of the symbol through repeated 
exposures to its use in the context of a sentence. Symbols 
with similar functions, not similar forms, developed similar 
representations.
There is also evidence that a like effect may be at work in 
the brain. A recent study of stroke victims [15] revealed 
evidence that different parts of speech are processed in 
different areas of the brain. The memory tests, the victims 
experienced difficulties in recalling words that belonged to 
the same part of speech. One subject was able to remember 
verbs normally, but had many errors recalling nouns. This 
circumstance would be explained if representations for words 
are organized, at least in some part of the brain, according 
to their semantic role in grammar. Other research
[13,14,19] points to a clustering of brain functions into 
distinct, yet cooperating areas. One study supported the 
theory that dyslexia was due to lack of synchronization of 
two separate processing subsystems. The subsystems normally 
work in tandem during reading, but apparently break their 
close cooperation in dyslexic children. It is interesting 
to see network models automatically develop internal 
organizations that parallel those detected in the biological 
world.
METHOD
The simulations for this experiment consisted of several 
subsets of trials. In each subset, the number of nodes in 
the hidden layer was initialized to three and increased to 
thirty in steps. The subsets differed in the training files 
that were used, in the standard weight sets, and in the use 
of a dynamic learning rate whereby the rate was adjusted 
downward for dissimilar consecutive inputs.
For all the simulations, the usual values for the basic 
learning rates and the error threshold criterion were 
applied. The criteria for successful learning was set at 20 
consecutive correct presentations for each node or total 
average error per node less than 0.012.
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RESULTS
The two graphs that follow summarize the simulation outputs 
on two training sets. The results are representative of the 
many simulations that were run. In each graph, the number 
of presentations required to meet the learning criteria was 
plotted against the number of nodes in the hidden layer.
Also note the parallel plots of "variable" against 
"constant" gain. This was two separate simulations using 
the same number of internal nodes, training file, and input 
file except that in the "variable" case the learning rate 
was allowed to vary, in a fashion similar to the first 
experiment, as a function of the similarity of consecutive 
inputs. In the "constant" case it was held fixed.
num
ber 
of 
hidden 
layer 
nodes
—
— 
variable 
gain 
constant 
gain
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As expected, the parallel curves show that "number of nodes" 
parameter is independent of this other adjustment in the 
network processing. The relationship between number of 
hidden layer nodes and learning ability obtained here is 
consistent with the above referenced results. The 
difference between the "constant" and "variable" gain curves 
in the second graph is due to the differing level of overlap 
in the input representations used for that simulation. In 
that experiment the authors did not extend the number of 
nodes beyond the optimum value once that value was 
determined. In these simulations, the system appears to 
function equally well within a wide range of hidden units 
beyond the optimum number. As the number of nodes increases 
beyond this range, however, performance deteriorates. This 
may be related to an effect noted elsewhere [12,18] that 
introducing too many degrees of freedom in the hidden layer 
will encourage the network to memorize specific patterns 
rather than generalize the inputs into features. This 
would, in effect, over complicate the problem the network 
tries to solve and thereby reduce learning efficiency.
CHAPTER 6 
EXPERIMENT 3 - LEARNING RATE
PURPOSE
One of the key features of neural systems is their ability 
to categorize ambiguous inputs. Pattern recognition systems 
are examples of systems that associate corrupted inputs with 
well-defined exemplars. These networks establish target 
patterns as categories during training, then assign a 
corrupted input to its nearest category. This procedure 
assumes a well-defined set of inputs as training targets.
But if the training set itself contains occasional flaws, 
how well could the net store the correct exemplar in spite 
of the errors? This experiment considers how a network 
could learn a sequence of inputs from a training set 
corrupted by noise. In terms of the simulations we have 
been using, the problem is formulated as follows: a sequence 
of symbols is assembled as a training set. The order of the 
symbols represents a temporal pattern. The goal of the 
network is to learn this pattern by predicting the next 
symbol in the series. During the learning phase, the 
training set is presented repeatedly, with occasional random
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values replacing the correct ones in the inputs. In this 
way the network is exposed to a training set, with 
occasional presentations that are inconsistent with the 
correct patterns. During testing the network is expected to 
reproduce the correct sequence as if it had learned on an 
uncorrupted training set.
There are two evident ways for a network to be augmented in 
order to recognize an anomaly in the training series. This 
experiment uses two auxiliary processing components, 
operating alongside of the network during training, in order 
to perform the recognition task. Each processing component 
uses a different method for recognizing anomalous inputs.
The first component, called an input evaluator, monitors a 
selected property or properties of the input sequence. This 
property is used to specify a rule by which inputs that can 
constitute a valid series can be identified. If the rule is 
violated by a given input, the input component recognizes 
the training input as an error, that is, not part of a valid 
series. The second component, called an error evaluator, 
uses the same approach, but monitors the outputs instead of 
the inputs. In either case, the net must use inputs from 
these components to respond to the erroneous training input 
without changing the system in a counterproductive way.
This experiment consists of two groupings of simulations, 
each examining one of these components.
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In order to implement the processing components, the model 
was augmented with additional processing capability. 
Accumulators and other storage arrays were set up to retain 
past network processing history. For example, the second 
sub-experiment monitors the degree of consistency between 
the current and recent error measures. In order to do this, 
averages were calculated over the intervals of 20 
presentations. At the end of each interval, a new average 
was calculated. The average was used in another calculation 
to determine if the current input was anomalous. Likewise 
with the first sub-experiment, where a program subroutine 
calculated the degree of consistency between consecutive 
input representations.
METHOD - SUB-EXPERIMENT 1
The first approach focuses on the inputs and uses the input 
evaluator. In this case, it is necessary to find a 
measurable property or characteristic among the input 
symbols that can serve to distinguish noise inputs from the 
valid ones that are part of the series to be learned. We 
have selected the commonalty in representation as the key 
characteristic defining a valid series. The rule will be 
that the representation overlap between consecutive inputs 
cannot fall below a certain percentage of common nodes. The 
input evaluator will monitor this value and adjust the
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network learning rate downwards for overlap that drops below 
a threshold. Using this criterion, a correct series has the 
characteristic that each element is similar to its 
neighbors. Similar representations are ones which share a 
certain percentage of active nodes in common. Although this 
choice is arbitrary, it seems indicated if one assumes that 
adjacent elements comprising a sequential learning problem 
are not arbitrary events. Rather they are intimately 
related in that they are the outputs, adjacent in time, of 
the same external process. Viewed in this way it is 
reasonable to claim that such events would have similar 
representations.
The input data files for this set of simulations were primed 
using a variety of training files. The baseline for 
learning was established using the TRAINFIL.l which was 
constructed from the set of eight inputs modeled after the 
musical scale (see Appendix B for details on the training 
files). This file consisted of fifty repeated cycles, each 
of the form 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,6,5,4,3,2,1. There were a total 
of 700 symbols in the file. This series defined the cycle 
to be learned in all simulations. To create errors, random 
substitutions were made in TRAINFIL.l, at random locations 
in the file. Five such errors were inserted in TRAINFIL.l 
to create TRAINFIL.2. Five additional errors were added to
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make TRAINFIL.3, five more for TRAINFIL.4, and five more for 
TRAINFIL.5.
The experimental procedure consisted of performing a series 
of simulations, first with then without the input evaluator. 
This was done for the five sets of training files. This 
entire procedure was repeated for multiple weight files.
RESULTS
A summary of the experimental results are given on the next 
page. The plots show were representative of the general 
improvement in learning ability of the net augmented with an 
error evaluator over the control.
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METHOD - SUB-EXPERIMENT 2
The second sub-experiment uses the error evaluator to detect 
erroneous training inputs. In this case, the method of 
determining what constitutes an erroneous input focuses on 
the outputs. The error evaluator monitors the error 
measurement computed for each presentation. The rule will 
be that the error measures between successive presentations 
cannot exceed a predefined limit. If the network has 
reached a particular level of success in learning the 
series, and then generates an error result that is radically 
inconsistent with this level, it can assume the error is due 
to an invalid training input. If an anomalous input was 
detected, the error evaluator signaled the network to skip 
the back pass. This prevented the network from adjusting 
its weights to learn the (wrong) input.
Elman [6] used a similar technique, that of randomly 
resetting the context units, in another learning context.
In that experiment, the goal was to train the network 
incrementally by gradually exposing it to a complicated 
learning task - learning the rules of a simple grammar. 
Examples of valid sentences were presented to the system. 
Randomly resetting the context units to a neutral value
limited the effective memory of the system and forced it to, 
in effect, ignore details and learn the simplest rules 
first. The system's memory was gradually restored by 
decreasing the number of resettings. This procedure proved 
more effective that exposing the system to the full 
complexity of the task immediately.
RESULTS
A summary of the experimental results are given on the next 
page. The plots show were representative of the general 
improvement in learning ability of the net augmented with an 
error evaluator over the control.
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DISCUSSION
The experiments above describe how particular 
characteristics of the input and output layers could be 
selected for use in regulating network response during 
training. In what other ways could this same kind of self- 
regulation be applied?
Another interesting experiment would be to focus on the 
input patterns' internal representations as they are 
manifested in the hidden layer nodes. As discussed in an 
earlier experiment, the hidden nodes act as feature 
extractors in that sets of hidden units come to represent 
characteristics of the inputs. In the example given, the 
parity characteristic was identified by the XOR network's 
hidden node. This property of the hidden units makes it 
feasible to use the hidden units as filters similarly to the 
way the input layer was used. One could place a continuity 
requirement on successive inputs by mandating that there be 
sufficient overlap in the hidden unit activations exactly as 
there was for the input units in the first sub-experiment. 
Using the hidden units instead of the input layer nodes is 
more natural because similar activation profiles in the 
hidden units insure similar outputs; common input activation 
profiles do not.
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Considering hidden layer representations focuses attention 
on the global characteristics of a set of inputs. Each 
input participates to a greater or lesser degree in each of 
these characteristics. The set of characteristics 
associated with each input determines its role in the 
particular learning problem at hand. Yet a given input 
element could conceivably have a different role if the 
learning problem were redefined.
Another filter, using hidden units, would parallel the idea 
of comparing inputs for commonality. The method would 
amount to selecting those features, from the collection of 
features associated with each input, that are shared by the 
preceding inputs. This selection could be accomplished by 
using Hebbian connections between the hidden nodes. Using 
Hebbian connections, features that are highly correlated 
activate each other; likewise those that are not correlated 
are inhibited. This action serves to establish the context, 
that is, the set of features which are relevant for the 
learning task at hand. The Hebbian links would reinforce 
the activity in hidden nodes that represent the relevant 
features, and suppress activation in those that do not.
CHAPTER 7 
CRITICISMS AND CONCLUSIONS
OTHER WORK
Many experiments were performed on Elman nets but they are 
not all discussed in this paper. Some were omitted either 
because the results were inconclusive or because the 
experiment did not achieve its intended goal. The most 
significant of these are discussed below:
1. Global variables associated with thermodynamical systems 
were considered in section IV on page 47 under global 
variables. In the context of such systems, global variables 
characterize large-scale, or macroscopic, behavior. This is 
in contrast to a microscopic treatment that considers each 
individual interaction between system elements. An example 
is the case of the ideal gas, which is described by global 
variables such as temperature and pressure. Relationships 
between these global variables form the laws governing the 
dynamics of the system. The Ideal Gas Law is one such. 
Neural systems can possibly be characterized by laws 
analogous to those governing ideal gases. The global
7 6
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variables could then be used to predict network behavior and 
control performance.
Several attempts were made to identify observables, that is, 
measurable quantities which are functions of the weight 
values, that could interpreted as global variables. In one 
set of experiments, weight values were stored at intervals 
during training, along with the system's total error. After 
training was terminated, the file of saved weights was 
examined for patterns or relationships between consecutive 
measurements. The hope was that an obvious correlation 
would emerge between the system error and an observable. 
Because the total system error is a characteristic of the 
network as a whole, such a correlation would identify the 
observable as a global variable.
Serendipitous results, not discussed here, established that 
system convergence was dramatically improved by reducing the 
learning rate at an appropriate time. This appropriate time 
was only determined after the fact by first logging the 
results for a particular simulation and then examining the 
log for a point where the error first began to level off 
after the initial steep decline. If the simulation was re­
run with the learning adjustment made at the selected point, 
performance improved. The problem was in finding an 
observable that could be used to determine just when this
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point had been reached. If such an observable could be 
found, then the learning rate could be adjusted during 
training to optimize performance.
No suitable candidates for global variables were found. The 
primary difficulty seemed to be in interpreting the data, 
which consisted of a series of arrays. Due to the 
complexity of the required analysis, it was decided to test 
only for the simplest relationships. One attempt was to 
examine the absolute value of the differences between 
consecutive weight values. Another was to calculate and sum 
the weight value differences among the weights for each 
measurement. No obvious correlation was found between 
system error and these simple global observables. Yet, 
interesting correlations could well be hidden under the 
surface of the data.
2. The importance of initial conditions became evident in 
the early stages of experimentation. One aspect of initial 
conditions is the values assigned to the network weights.
Our first method was to distribute values randomly across a 
range of values from +0.5 to -0.5. After several trials, we 
noted that network learning ability was dramatically 
affected by different sets of random values.
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This observation inspired another set of experiments, the 
goal of which was to identify the characteristics of a 
pattern in the initialization that could be used to predict 
network performance. The weight initialization was adjusted 
using two parameters: the center point around which the 
weight values were spread, and the length of the interval 
itself. A systematic method of adjusting these values was 
applied over dozens of simulations. The network was 
repeatedly presented the same learning problem, with 
different combinations of interval size and center point.
The number of training presentations required to learn the 
training task in each case was recorded. The learning time 
expressed in the number of required presentations was then 
plotted against different initialization patterns.
The results of the experiment revealed no clear correlation. 
A series of plots using different combinations of variables 
yielded no clear pattern. As with the previous case, it is 
possible that a deeper analysis of the test results would 
have revealed a relationship that was not evident from 
inspection.
3. There is no reason why the learning rates have to be the 
same for all weight connections. The simulations were set 
up to allow different learning rates for the different
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weight sets - hidden to output, context to hidden, and input 
to hidden. A series of simulations was conducted using 
different values for these rates, ranging from 0.1 to 0.7. 
The hope was to discover an analytical relationship from 
which the optimum learning rates for each weight set could 
be calculated.
Results were negative in this case. Whereas the ability of 
the system to converge was generally improved by increasing 
the learning rate within limits, there was no obvious 
advantage to setting the learning rate differently for 
different weight sets.
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LESSONS LEARNED
The fact that the procedure was experimental rather than 
deductive constituted a whole new dimension to the thesis. 
One of the greatest challenges was to develop a sound 
experimental method for each experiment from which valid 
conclusions could be derived. Primarily through trial and 
error, the following principles emerged:
1. Keep good records
It is vital that all experimental outputs be labeled so 
as to identify the experiment, any relevant parameter 
values, and the date and time the output was generated. 
A good way to do this is to precede each output listing 
with a machine-generated header that includes all this 
information. No outputs should be created without this 
header information.
2. Make the goals measurable and well-defined
Choose objectives that are measurable. Avoid overly 
qualitative, vaguely defined goals. For example, it 
would be problematic to attempt the goal of modeling 
the abstract notion of "concept" in a neural network.
It is more realistic to show that symbols that occur in 
the same well-defined context have internal 
representations that are related in a quantitative way.
It is also better to narrow the scope of the 
experimentation to an area that can be treated 
comprehensively. An experiment that investigates the 
results of a specific network modification in depth is 
preferable to making superficial comparisons among many 
network architectures.
Keep the experimental software simple
Generally it is advisable to parameterize the 
experiments so that many simulations can be executed in 
batch fashion. One danger, however, is to make a 
single program accommodate too many different 
experiments, using the parameterized inputs to 
distinguish which particular experiment is being 
tested. It is better to have different versions of the 
testing software for each experiment. The parameter 
files become smaller and easier to manage. More 
importantly, it reduces the possibility of 
inadvertently using parameter values that were intended 
for another experiment.
4. Use good experimental methodology
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Most experiments should be repeatable, so avoid basing 
conclusions on tests that rely on randomly generated 
inputs. In these experiments, standard inputs were 
developed, saved in a storage area, and repeatedly 
used. In that way valid comparisons could be made as 
network parameters were adjusted.
Many processes are either intrinsically stochastic, or 
cannot be accurately described as deterministic. For 
example, in these experiments the network's learning 
ability was highly dependent on the initial conditions 
which were in part determined by randomly assigned 
weight values. Take this circumstance into account by 
averaging results over several trials with several 
initial condition sets.
In order to compare results from different experiments, 
a baseline is required. Each experiment should include 
a control, that is, a benchmark that establishes the 
expected experimental results when the change to be 
tested has not been applied.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS
1. In these experiments intra-layer weight connections 
were not permitted. However if this restriction is 
relaxed, Hebbian-style connections could be established 
in the hidden layer. Hebbian connections use a 
different weight update rule then the backpropagation 
method which was used for the inter-layer connections. 
Hebbian connections are strengthened for nodes whose 
activity is highly correlated, and weakened otherwise. 
Such connections could be used to establish a better 
measure for continuity of input than those used in 
experiment 2. This is due to the fact that input 
symbols with similar semantic content have similar 
representations in the weights [5, 6, 8].
2. One weakness of the experimental method was the 
analytical tools applied to the test data. To remedy 
this shortcoming, future experiments should incorporate 
these changes:
A. The next generation of simulation software should 
include more sophisticated analytical tools. These are 
required to probe the data for subtle relationships
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that are evident only after in-depth statistical 
analysis.
B. A graphical display of the system weight values 
would be a valuable tool. It would allow experimenters 
to visually identify activation patterns among the 
weights that might not be evident by examining tables 
of numbers. Simulation software using such a display 
should also have a method of stopping the simulation at 
any point and rolling it back to an earlier point in 
simulation processing. At this point, parameters could 
then be changed and then the system restarted. This 
would greatly accelerate the time required to evaluate 
simulation results.
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APPENDIX A
NETWORK DEFINITION SCRIPT (NDS)
89
Each of the four experiments comprising this thesis required 
a great many separate network simulations. All simulations 
were carried out on an MS-DOS, 80386 25Mz. microcomputer 
equipped with a math co-processor. In order to automate 
experimental procedure, a processing language referred to 
herein as Network Definition Script (NDS), was developed to 
set network parameters and drive training and testing. In 
this way, many simulations could be initiated by one batch 
command. NDS was also used to customize the network to 
specific configurations as required by the various types of 
experiments. This reduced the need for compiling different 
programs for different experiments.
The file containing the NDS is included in the command tail 
that initiates the experiment. For example, in the command 
line
elman7 test_83.fil
'elman7' is the name of the simulation software, the 
'test_83.fil' token names the file that contains the NDS 
commands.
The list below describes the parameters used in NDS. The 
descriptions are followed by a fragment of a script used in 
an actual experiment.
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In the following explanations, commands and/or parameters 
bracketed by '<>' are required; those in '[]' are optional.
FILE
The FILE command specifies the file IDs for training, test, 
and weight files as well as the file storing the 
specifications for the system inputs. All the options for 
FILE need to be provided before INITPARM can be set.
FILE has two required string parameter and up to three 
optional parameters:
<FILE> <parml> <parm2> [parm3] [parm4]
<parml> = INPUT Requires a second parameter which
represents the file ID for the 
input file containing the 
specifications for the input 
elements.
<parml> = TRAIN Requires a second parameter which
is the file ID of the list of input 
symbols that constitute the 
training file.
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<parml> = WEIGHTS This value for <parml> requires
three other parameters. They 
represent the file ID extents where 
weight values generated during the 
experiment are to be stored. The 
path and stem of the file ID is 
fixed in the program.
<parml> = TEST Requires a second parameter which
indicates the file ID of the list 
of input symbols that constitute 
the testing file.
<parml> = OUTPUT Requires a second parameter which
indicate the file ID of the log
file for this experiment.
Appendix B has descriptions and samples of all the data 
files discussed here.
INITPARM
INITPARM is executed before training begins. It establishes 
initial weight values for the network. It also initiate the 
resetting of accumulators and counters, and establishes
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defaults used for the experiment. Some of these defaults 
can be overridden by subsequent NDS commands.
INITPARM has one integer parameter and an optional string 
parameter:
<INITPARM> <parml> [parm2]
<parml> = 0 means initialize weights to 0.0
<parml> = 1 means initialize weights to random
values btw -.25 and +.25, followed by a 
divisor and three 'center points' around 
which the random values are distributed.
<parml> = 2 means initialize the weights using a
standard set of values saved off in disk 
files. If <parml> is set to 2 the 
program requires [parm2].
[parm2] = the extent of the file-id of the weight
files used in initialization. The path 
and stems of these files are 'hard 
coded' into this program - the extent is 
used as a variable for selecting which 
one of many distinct sets of weight
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values are to be used for the given 
experiment.
ENDTRAIN
ENDTRAIN is executed before training begins. It is used to 
set the criteria for termination of the training phase. It 
has one integer parameter.
<ENDTRAIN> <parml>
<parml> = 4 The system will stop training when both 
the threshold for error and the 
threshold for convergence have been 
crossed.
<parml> = 3 The system will stop training when 
either the threshold for error or the 
threshold for convergence has been 
crossed.
<parml> = 2 The system stops training when the 
convergence threshold is crossed.
<parml> = 1 The system stops training when the error 
threshold is crossed.
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OPEN
<OPEN>
OPEN opens the test logfile and must be set before 
initiating training. It is used with one string parameter. 
The file ID used for the logfile is specified as a FILE 
parameter
DETAIL
DETAIL is used to switch on/off the continuous logging of 
system weights. Default value is 0 for 'off'. It is 
executed before training. The file ID used for weight 
logging is specified as a FILE parameter.
[DETAIL] <parml>
<parml> = 1 Continuous logging of weight values is 
on.
<parml> = 0 Continuous logging of weight values is 
off.
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SEED
SEED sets a new seed for the intrinsic random number 
generator. It has one integer parameter. Default value for 
<parml> is 13.
[SEED] <parml>
<parml> = An integer between 1 and 99.
BUILD
BUILD saves the current weights to the 'save weight' library 
(the path and stem are stored in the program).
[BUILD] <parml>
<parml> = Extent to use for the weight files.
PASSES
PASSES sets the maximum number of times the training file is 
presented. It takes one integer parameter. Default value 
is 200. The simulation terminates after the specified
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number of passes has been completed, regardless of state of 
the system.
[PASSES] <parml>
<parml> = Integer between 1 and 200.
TRAINFIL
TRAINFIL sets the file ID of the file presented to the 
system during training. It requires one string input.
Needs to be executed before training begins.
<TRAINFIL> <parml>
<parml> = The complete file specification of the
file to be used for training.
THRESHOLD
THRESHOLD sets the thresholds for error and convergence. 
These thresholds are used in conjunction with the ENDTRAIN 
parameter to decide when to terminate the training phase.
The third and fourth values set two learning rates for this 
pair of thresholds. Multiple instances of this command 
establish consecutive sets of threshold/learning rates.
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When one threshold is reached, if there is another set of 
thresholds established, training does not terminate but 
rather the new values for learning rates and thresholds are 
substituted for the existing ones and training continues. 
There are default values stored in the program for these 
parameters.
[threshold] <parml> <parm2> <parm3> <parm4>
<parml> floating value setting the maximum 
amount of error for each output element.
<parm2> = floating value setting the maximum value
of the dispersion among the 10 last 
values sampled for each letter.
<parm3> = floating value setting a learning rate.
<parm4> = floating value setting a second learning
rate.
LEARN
The LEARN switch establishes the criteria for successful 
learning. For any simulation, learning is considered 
complete when the presentation error associated with each
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training symbol falls within tolerance for a specified 
number (parml) of times in succession. Optionally, training 
can also be successfully concluded if the total average 
error falls below a specified value (parm2).
<parml> = integer value setting the number of
consecutive correct output presentations 
required for each training symbol.
[parm2] = floating value setting the threshold
below which total average error will 
flag training as successful.
INERTIA
INERTIA switch is used to adjust the learning rate as a 
function of the degree of consistency between consecutive 
inputs. An optional second parameter is used to set a 
percentage of similarity between consecutive inputs.
[INERTIA] <parml> [parm2]
<parml> = 0  No adjustment of learning
<parml> = 1  If less than 2 0% of the nodes of
consecutive input representations are
<parml> =
[parm2] =
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not the same, decrease learning rate by 
the amount specified in (parm2). This 
is a 'threshold' approach to learning 
adjustment.
adjust learning as a linear function of 
the correlation between consecutive 
inputs.
float value between 0.2 and 0.8 that 
sets the percent by which the learning 
rate is changed if consecutive inputs 
meet the "similarity" criteria.
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CONTEXT
LEARN is used to set the manner in which the context layer 
is used. One integer parameter is used.
<learn> <parml>
<parml> = 0 Copy previous values for the hidden 
units into the context layer. When 
computing input activations for the 
hidden layer, add in those of the 
context layer.
<parml> = 1 Copy previous values for the hidden
layer into the context layer, then adds 
in a contribution from the context 
layer's previous value based on the 
scheme:
if prev. context node activation <
0.5 subtract a fraction of that 
value from the total activation 
input to the hidden unit 
else
<parml> =
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if prev. context node activation > 
0.5 add a fraction of that value 
from the total activation input to 
the hidden unit 
else
no contribution from the prev. 
context layer
This method allows 'history' data to 
extend beyond just the last values of 
the hidden units to include input from 
earlier values.
In effect dispense with the context 
layer, when computing input activations 
for the hidden layer, use a 'sideways' 
sigmoid function of the previous hidden 
unit values to determine the 
contribution to the total activation,
i.e:
contribution from 'history' =
1/(1 + exp(10*(previous_value - - 
0.5)) - 0.5
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<parml> = 9 Omit 'history' inputs - the net does not 
track pervious states at all. used as a 
control.
SQUASH
SQUASH determines how the coefficient of the exponent in the 
squashing function is adjusted as training continues. This 
command requires two integer values, and needs two 
additional integer values depending on <parml>. The primary 
coefficient value is 5.0, the secondary value is 0.1 .
[squash] <parml> [parm2] [parm3] [parm4]
<parml> = 0 this means the coefficient remains
constant. The next float value sets the 
coefficient.
<parml> = 1 the coefficient changes cyclically.
<parml> = 2 the coefficient changes when the error
reaches a threshold.
<parm2> = integer value for the number of
presentations at the coefficient's 
primary level.
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[parm3] = integer value representing the number of
cycles required to move to and from the 
primary and secondary levels.
[parm4] = integer value representing the number of
presentations the system for which the 
system stays at the lower, or secondary, 
coefficient value.
SAVEWT
SAVEWT sets a switch whereby a certain times the weight 
values of the system are saved off into files. Must be set 
before training. Requires one integer value. The path and 
stem of the files are 'hard coded' in the program. The 
extent is included as a FILE parameter.
<savewt> <parml> [parm2]
<parml> = 0 Weights will not be saved. If the
switch was previously set, toggles it 
off and closes weight files.
<parml> = 1 Sets switch on; opens files.
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TRAIN
TRAIN initiates the training phase. All initialization and 
customizations for this test need to have been done before 
starting training. No parameters are used.
[TRAIN]
TEST
TEST initiates the testing phase. The test phase consists 
of presenting a test file of words to the network and 
measuring the error.
[TEST]
HIDDEN
HIDDEN is an optional parameter for setting the number of 
hidden layer units in the network. The default value for 
number of hidden units is 20.
[HIDDEN] <parml>
<parml> = Integer value between 4 and 3 0
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CLOSE
CLOSE closes the logfile. It should be used just before 
terminating the test. No parameters are used.
<CL0SE>
QUIT
QUIT terminates the test. No parameters are used.
<QUIT>
commands
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Sample experiment with corresponding NDS
;; test_130
/ i 
9 9
FILE INPUT WEIGHT.TST
t t
containing
• •
9 9
their
9 9
Default
9 9 
9  9
FILE TRAIN WTRAIN.A
FILE WEIGHTS 01H 01H 01H
/ 9
extents 
/ f
program
File_id of file 
network symbols and 
representations. 
path assumed
Training file file_id. 
Default path assumed.
Save weights w/ these 
path hardcoded in
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FILE TEST WTRAIN.A
Default ;;
Test file file_id.
path assumed.
FILE OUTPUT 01
to
path
INITPARM 2 5
INERTIA 1 0.1
to 0 . 1
Write train/test output
this file in default
Initialize weights to 
standard weight file #5
Error threshold is set
LEARN 5 0.010
five
or
Sets learning criteria:
consecutive correct 
presentations per node
total av. error < 0.01
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HIDDEN 10 
/ /
for
• a
/ f
7 7
PASSES 100
• •
9 9
•  •
9 9
DETAIL 1
f t
ENDTRAIN 1
drops
10 hidden layer nodes
this simulation
Maximum 100 passes
No detail logging
End training when error
below minimum
CONTEXT 0
just
from
Select method for using 
context layer, 'O' means
copy previous values
hidden layer
THRESHOLD 0.1 0.005 0.30 0.30
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associated
SQUASH 0 5.0
7 7
• •
9 9
default of 
7 7
value 
7 7
testing 
7 7
SAVEWT 1
TRAIN
Set thresholds and
learning rates
Set starting squashing 
coefficient; sets
constant co-efficient
throughout training &
open weights file
start training
SAVEWT 0
t i
TEST 
7 7
close weight files
run the test
CLOSE
close the log file
end the simulation
APPENDIX B
SYSTEM DATA FILES
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This appendix reviews the data files used as part of the 
training and testing process.
Log File
Testing and training results are recorded using a log file. 
The log file is stored in the experiment's default directory 
and is specified as part of the test initialization 
procedure (see the discussion in Appendix A under the FILE 
parameter). The log file:
o Lists the parameters associated with each 
experiment.
o Lists the input and output representations for 
each symbol used in the experiment.
o Tracks the error per node in the representation, 
averaged over the last 20 presentations.
o Logs the total number of training presentations 
used and the reason why training was terminated.
o Lists the target and actual outputs from a pass 
against the TESTFIL testing file. Average error
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over the last 20 presentations is given.
Individual presentations are flagged whose error 
exceeds the established threshold.
o Gives the total number of presentations, total
error, and error per presentation for each symbol 
in the last TESTFIL simulation.
o Lists the target and actual outputs from a repeat
pass against the TRAINFIL training file. Average 
error over the last 20 presentations is given. 
Individual presentations are flagged whose error 
exceeds the established threshold.
o Gives the total number of presentations, total
error, and error per presentation for each symbol 
in the last TRAINFIL simulation.
This segment from a log file shows the parameter settings 
for the test:
this program = C:\NN\ELMAN\T14\ELMAN7.EXE 
command input file = TEST_191.FIL 
sharpness max 0 min 0 drop 0 rise 0 
offset 0.000 0.000 0.000
input representations: S_N0TES2.MUS
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output file: elmandat.OlE 
training file: TRAINFIL.4A 
test file: TESTFIL.1A
ho weight file: \nn\elman\t7_test\ho_wt.5 
ih weight file: \nn\elxnan\t7_test\ih_wt. 5 
ch weight file: \nn\elman\t7_test\ch_wt.5 
ho weight save file: \nn\elman\weights\ho_savwt.01H 
ih weight save file: \nn\elman\weights\ih_savwt.01H 
ch weight save file: \nn\elman\weights\ch_savwt.01H 
number passes set: 10
nbr nodes in each inpt representation: 9 
inertia switch = 0
learning criteria - consecutive right = 5 thresh.= 0.012
error threshold = 0.100
converge threshold = 0.005
h2o learning rate = 0.300
i2h learning rate = 0.3 00
c2h learning rate = 0.3 00
termination criteria = 1
Notes:
1. The 'sharpness' set of numbers refers to an option 
whereby the learning rate can be temporarily 
'pulsed' if a particular condition is met. These 
sharpness numbers define the size of the pulse.
For the experiment in this sample, the parameters 
were not used. They were used in experiment 
three. The SQUASH parameter establishes these 
numbers.
The 'offset' set of numbers refers to the center 
point of the range within which randomly valued 
weights would be distributed. There are three 
sets of weights and it would be possible to set a 
different center point for each weight set. In 
this experiment, a standard weight set was used 
(set #5), so the 'offset' group was not used. If 
the first INITPARM parameter had been set to '1', 
then these values could have been used to change 
the weight initialization for that simulation.
See also the discussion in Appendix A under 
INITPARM.
The FILE parameter establishes the files used the 
simulation.
The 'inertia switch' and 'error threshold' are 
INERTIA parameters; 'convergence threshold' is set 
by THRESHOLD, as are the learning rates. Note 
that the system can have different learning rates
for different sets of weights. In the notation 
'h2o' means 'hidden to output', etc.
The 'termination criteria' is the ENDTRAIN 
parameter value.
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Logging the symbols' input and output representations are 
used to verify that symbol specifications from the input 
file (see the FILE parameter description in Appendix A and 
the discussion below) were captured correctly. A portion of 
this section of the log file is given below:
pattern # 0 input representation 
1 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
pattern # 0 output representation 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
pattern # 1 input representation 
1 1 1 0  0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
pattern # 1 output representation 
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Errors are tracked during the course of training. They are 
summarized in groups of 20 presentations. At the end of 
training, termination status is given:
av err/node over last 20 notes: totl = 0.392
av err/node over last 20 notes: totl = 0.282
av err/node over last 20 notes: totl = 0.265
av err/node over last 20 notes: totl = 0.240
av err/node over last 20 notes: totl = 0.228
av err/node over last 20 notes: totl = 0.015
av err/node over last 20 notes: totl = 0.014
av err/node over last 20 notes: totl = 0.014
training stopped - error below minimum 
passes set 60 passes used 2 
total training presentations: 1781
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After training has been completed, the network is evaluated 
against a test file and the training file. Results from 
passes against the TRAINFIL and TESTFIL are given by 
comparing the intended with the actual system response, i.e. 
output presentation:
4 4 
3 3 
2 2 
1 1 
0 0*
1 1*
2 2
3 3
The left-hand number corresponds to the correct system 
response. The right-hand number is actual response, given as 
the symbol that most closely matches the output. The actual 
output could most nearly resemble the correct output, but 
yet be outside the established error tolerance. In that 
case, the output is marked with an "*". At the finish of 
the pass, statistics are given:
6 6
5 5
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4 4 
3 3 
2 2
1 1  av err/node over last 20 notes: totl = 0.014
patt: 0 tot err: 1.187 nbr presented: 50 av err:
0. 024
patt: 1 tot err: 2.071 nbr presented: 100 av err:
0. 021
patt: 2 tot err: 0.843 nbr presented: 100 av err:
0 . 008
patt: 3 tot err: 1.098 nbr presented: 100 av err:
0.011
patt: 4 tot err: 1.191 nbr presented: 100 av err:
0. 012
patt: 5 tot err: 1.821 nbr presented: 100 av err:
0.018
patt: 6 tot err: 1.177 nbr presented: 100 av err:
0.012
patt: 7 tot err: 0.945 nbr presented: 50 av err:
0.019
Weight files
In addition to the log file, the experiment stores the 
values for the weights for each of the three sets:
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Hidden-to-output (ho), input-to-hidden (ih) and 
context-to-hidden (ch). The weights are stored as a list of 
floating point values. The file ID for the stored weights 
is a parameter in the FILE specification in NDS. One of the 
optional switches in the NDS is the DETAIL parameter. When 
turned on, detail logging includes continuous recording of 
weight values. The purpose of this set of weight files is 
to provide a basis for investigating how weight values 
change during training.
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Another set of weight files is used by the system. These 
are sets of "standard” weights, saved to disk, which can be 
reloaded into the network at initialization time. Storing 
weights in this fashion makes it possible to accurately 
reproduce the conditions at the beginning of the simulation, 
thereby establishing a baseline for further experiments. It 
is also interesting to see how performance is affected by 
changes in the distribution of initial weight values.
Input file
The purpose of the input file is to specify the number of 
symbols used in the experiment and their input/output 
representations. The data file first specifies the total 
number of symbols, the number of nodes required for the 
input representation, and the number of nodes required for 
the output representation. Then the actual values for each 
of the symbols are established.
1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
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1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
This fragment from an input file shows a particular symbol's 
36 node input representation, expressed as a 6x6 array, and 
its 16 node output representation. Part of the reason for 
expressing the input representation as a two-dimensional 
structure was to prepare for simulations where the concept 
of proximate input nodes would be used. As discussed in the 
Introduction, the input and output representations are 
vectors, which are ordered tuples of numbers. The notion of 
proximity requires that a metric, or measure of distance, be 
defined over the vector space. Such a metric would be used 
in order to create a more physically realistic model where 
nodes, to the degree that they are "close" to one another, 
share properties or affect each other during training. No 
simulations based on this concept are included in these 
investigations.
The input file ID is one of the FILE parameters in the NDS.
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Training and testing files
Each simulation requires a training file. The training file 
stores its symbols in a particular order (the training 
pattern) and presents them to the network sequentially. The 
network's task is to learn this order and reproduce it. The 
training and testing files consist of a list of integers, 
each integer representing a symbol:
0
1
2
3
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
1 
2
During both training and testing, the network reads each 
symbol sequentially. Testing stops when the file reaches an 
"at end" condition. With training, however, if the 
termination condition has not yet been reached before
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end-of-file, the file is rewound and training continues.
Both the test file and training file are specified before 
the simulation begins as part of the FILE parameters.
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APPENDIX B 
PROGRAM SOURCE CODE
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y* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Elman/Jordan net
this program is a demonstration of a variation of the Jordan net 
due to J. Elman.
refer to the Appendix for a discussion of the control file read by this 
program at BOJ.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
y*********************************************************
GLOBAL DATA & CONSTANT DECLARATIONS
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j
#include "stdlib.h"
#include "stdio.h"
#include "math.h"
#include "dos.h"
#include "process.h"
#include "time.h"
#define boolean unsigned char
#define byte unsigned char
#defi ne AND &&
#define OR II
#define NOT j
#define MOD %
#define BELL 0x07
#define BS 0x08
#define CR OxOd
#define BLANK 0x20
#define TRUE -1
#define FALSE 0
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
ne N U M B E R W O R D S  1000 
ne NUMBER_LETTERS 500 
ne NUMBER PASSES 200
/* number of words in letters file */ 
/* sample 1/10 of each letter */
ne M A X P A T T E R N S  
ne IN X S I Z E  6 
ne I N Y S I Z E  6 
ne I N S I Z E  36 
ne H I D D E N S I Z E  
ne O U T S I Z E  16 
ne CONTEXT_SIZE 
ne MARGIN 0.1 
ne BETA1 0.3 
ne BETA2 0.7
8 /* max number of patterns in data file */
/* equals IN X_SIZE*IN Y S I Z E  */
30
/*
30
/*
/*
/*
/* number of neurons in hidden layer */ 
number of neurons in output layer */
/* context layer */
how near to 1,0 do we have to come to stop? */ 
beta learning constant - all but output layer */ 
output layer learning constant */
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#define ALPHA 0 /* momentum term constant */
int numbernodes; /* number of possible nodes in the representations */
int hiddensize ; /* size of output layer */
int context_size; /* size of context layer */
double hidden_wts[HIDDEN SIZE][IN SIZE]; /* hidden layer weights */
double out_wts[OUT_SIZE][HIDDEN_SIZE]; /* output layer weights */ 
double con_wts[HIDDEN_SIZE][CONTEXT_SIZE]; /* context layr weights */
double hidden_out[HIDDEN_SIZE]; /* hidden layer output */ 
double out_out[OUT_SIZE]; /* output layer output */ 
double con_out[CONTEXT_SIZE]; /* context layer outputs */
double hidden_error[HIDDEN_SIZE]; /* hidden layer errors */ 
double out_error[OUT_SIZE]; /* output layer errors */
/* offset values are used to shift the point around which the three sets 
of weights are initialized */ 
double offsetl; 
double offset2; 
double offset3; 
int divisor;
double errorsensitivity; /* measures by how much the error in this
presentation must differ from the average 
over 20 presentations before we throw out 
this presentation */
double errorthreshold;
double conv_threshold; /* measures the maximum allowable difference in
alternating error values */
double squashcoeffcnt;
int c o u n t e r f o r m a x ,  counter_for_drop, counter_for_min,
c o u n t e r f o r  rise;
int hold max, hold drop, hold_min, hold_rise;
int changecoeffcnt;
boolean print_detail = FALSE; 
boolean errswitch;
double contextfactor; 
double inputfactor; 
double hiddenfactor;
/* multiplicative values to weight the contributions from the respective 
layer’s inputs for forward pass */ 
double hidden_wt_change[HIDDEN_SIZE][IN_SIZE]; /* storage for last wt 
change */
double out_wt_change[OUT_SIZE][HIDDEN_SIZE]; /* storage for last wt 
change */
double con_wt_change[HIDDEN_SIZE][C0NTEXT_SIZE];
double total_i2h_wt_chg[10]; /* total change in weights; input to
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hidden */
double total_c2h_wt_chg[10]; /* total change in weights; context to
hidden */
double total_h2o_wt_chg[10]; /* total change in weights; hidden to
output */
double t_i2h_wt_chg; 
double t_c2h_wt_chg; 
double t_h2o_wt_chg;
double test_errors[MAX PATTERNS][20]; 
boolean test_errors_eacKnode[MAX_PATTERNS][20]; 
int test_errors_idx[MAX_PATTERNS];
double 1 factor, prev_lfactor;
double vowel_average_error, consonant average_error, total_average_error; 
int nbr_cycles,number_vowels, numberconsonants, number_notes;
double divisorfactor;
double h2o_learn; /* separate learning rates for each set of weights */ 
double i2h_learn; 
double c2h_learn;
double inertial_h2o_learn; /* equals the learning rates above */ 
double inertial_i2h_learn; /* times some number between 0 and 1.0 */ 
double inertial_c2h_learn; /* to represent a dampening effect on the */
I* learning rate */
double prev_error[NUMBER_LETTERS]; /* track he output error on each 
letter*/
double c u r r e r r o r [ N U M B E R L E T T E R S ] ;
int testletter; /* index into these arrays */
double in_pats[MAX_PATTERNS][INSIZE]; /* input patterns */
double out_pats[MAX_PATTERNS][OUT_SIZE]; /* desired output patterns */
double test_out_error[MAX_PATTERNS]; /* measure of whether net is done
*/
double random_err; /* average hamming error */
double avthreshold;
int inertia strategy; 
int sample_Tetter = 3; 
int sampling interval; 
int this_cycTe; 
int s k i p b a c k p a s s ;
int consecutive_right; /* how many correct in a row before we say net 
learned?*/
int number_in_a_row; /* how many consecutive tests were in range .1 to 
.4 ? */
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int updatejnethod; /* how to set context layer */
unsigned long iterationcount; /* number of passes thru network so far */
int numpats; /* number of patterns in data file */
int learned; /* flag— if TRUE, network has learned all patterns */
int hold_number_passes = NUMBER PASSES;
int number_passes = NUMBER_PASS£S;
/* number of times to loop through the sequence */ 
int number_words = NUMBER WORDS; /* number of words in letters file */ 
FILE *fopen()> *outfile, *infile, *ho_wt_fl, *ih_wt_fl, *ch_wt_fl; 
char batch input_id[12];
FILE *batcfi inputfile; 
char *stat_7ile = "elmanx.dat"; 
char *letter_file = "alphabet";
*/
char *default_train = "traininp"; 
training */
char representation_file[50]; 
char train fi1e [50]; 
char test_Tile[50]; 
char this_prog[40]; 
char *default_output 
char *default_test = 
char tst fil id[14];
/* output text file (for weights) */
/* stores reprsentations for letters
/* input 1000 word string for
= "el mandat, 
"testinp";
/* default output file */
/* test file of 1000 words */ 
/* name of output file test file */
char hofi1e [40]; 
char ihfile[40]; 
char chfi1e [40];
char *hobase = "\\nn\\elman\\t7_test\\ho_wt." 
char *ihbase = "\\nn\\elman\\t7_test\\ih_wt." 
char *chbase = "\\nn\\elman\\t7 test\\ch_wt."
char ho_save_file[40]; 
char ih_save_file[40]; 
char ch_save_file[40];
char *ho_save_base = "\\nn\\elman\\weights\\ho_savwt." 
char *ih_save_base = "\\nn\\elman\\weights\\ih_savwt." 
char *ch save base = "\\nn\\elman\\weights\\ch_savwt."
int end training = 0;
int end” train resn;
/* flag to decide when to end training */
boolean cmde r r o r ,  exitflag, continuepresentations, testing,
doing_wts;
boolean d o c y c l e ,  d o p r i n t ,  applyinertia;
boolean converged;
boolean check_av_threshold;
int seed = 17; /* default random number generator seed */
unsigned long instance count[MAXP ATTERNS]; 
int letter out, Tetter_in;
/* Tetter to be presented at input, seen at output */ 
int curr letter, max letters;
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struct ENDSTR { char *end_msg; } 
end train_str[] =
{
"training stopped - run out of passes", 
"training stopped - net converged", 
"training stopped - error below minimum"
};
struct THRESHOLD 
{ boolean is_used; 
double error_threshold; 
double convthreshold; 
double learning_rate_l; 
double learning_rate_2;
} thresholds[4]; 
int threshold_pntr;
byte upper_case();
boolean check_out_error(); 
boolean initialize_net(); 
boolean get_letters();
/*
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*/
^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
* * * *
batch_mode() runs a set of commands input from a file 
************************************************************************
* * * *  j
batch_mode()
{ int nbr_inputs, intinpt, intinptl, int_inpt2, int_inpt3;
char inpt1[10], inpt2[50], inpt3[8], inpt4[8], inpt5[8], inpt6[8], 
in buffer[82];
float fToatinptl, float_inpt2, float_inpt3, float_inpt4;
if ( ( b a t c h i n p u t f i l e  = fopen(batch_input_id,"r")) == NULL)
{ printf("\nno input batch file..."); 
return(FALSE);
}
whi 1 e (fgets(in_buffer,80,batch input fi1e))
{
nbr_inputs = sscanf(in_buffer, "%s %s %s I s  %s %s",
inptl,inpt2,inpt3,inpt4,inpt5,inpt6); 
if (memchr(inptl,’;’,3)) ; /* skip comment lines */
el se
if (!memcmp(inptl,"FILE",4))
{ if (nbr_inputs < 3)
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with file error "); 
printf("parml: %s ",inptl); 
return(FALSE);
}
if (!memcmp(inpt2,"INPUT",5))
{
strcpy(representation_file,inpt3);
}
el se
if ( !memcmp(inpt2,"TRAIN",5))
{
strcpy(train_file,inpt3);
}
el se
if ( !memcmp(inpt2,"TEST",4))
{
strcpy(test_file,inpt3);
}
el se
if ( !memcmp(inpt2,"WEIGHTS",7))
{
if (nbrinputs != 5)
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with file error
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printf("parml: %s parmZ: %s",inptl,inpt2); 
return(FALSE);
}
strcpy(ho_save_file, h o s a v e b a s e ) ; 
strcat(ho_save_file, inpt3); 
strcpy(ih_save_file, i h s a v e b a s e ) ; 
strcat(ih_save_file, inpt4); 
strcpy(ch_save_file, c h s a v e b a s e ) ; 
strcat(ch_save_file, inpt5);
}
el se
if (!memcmp(inpt2,"OUTPUT",6))
{
strcpy(tst fil_id,default_output); 
s t r c a t ( t s t f i T i d ,i npt3);
}
el se
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with file error FILE -
printf("parml: %s parm2: %s",inptl,inpt2); 
return(FALSE);
}
}
el se
i f (!memcmp(inpt1,"INITPARM",8))
{
if (get_number(inpt2,&int_inpt,0,2))
{
if (int_inpt == 2)
{
strcpy(hofile,hobase); 
strcat(hofi1e,inpt3); 
strcpy(ihfile,ihbase); 
strcat(ihfile,inpt3); 
strcpy(chfile,chbase); 
strcat(chfile,inpt3);
if (nbr_inputs == 4)
{ if (!get float(inpt4,&float_inptl,0.01,2.0))
{ print?("\n\n Program terminating with file
error ");
pr i ntfC’parml: %s parm2: %s parm3 %s parm4
%s",
inptl,inpt2,inpt3,inpt4); 
return(FALSE);
}
el se
di v i s o r f a c t o r  = floatinptl;
}
else
divisor factor = 1.0;
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}
else
if ( i n t i n p t  == 1)
{ if (!get_number(inpt3,&int_inptl,1,500) OR
!get_float(inpt4,&float_inptl,-1.0,1.0) OR 
!get f1 o at(inpt5,&f1o a t i n p t 2 ,-1.0,1.0) OR 
!g e t f 1 o at(i npt6,&f1o a t i  n p t 3 1.0,1.0))
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with file
error ");
printf("parml: %s parm2: %s parm3 %s parm4
%s",
i npt1,i npt2,i npt3,i npt4); 
return(FALSE);
}
else
{ divisor = int_inptl; 
offsetl = floatinptl; 
offset2 = float_inpt2; 
offset3 = float_inpt3;
}
}
continuepresentations = FALSE; 
if (initialize_net(int_inpt) != 0)
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with file
error ");
printf("parml: %s parm2: %s",inptl,inpt2); 
return(FALSE);
}
}
else
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with init error \n"); 
printf("parml: %s parm2: % s " ,inptl,inpt2); 
return(FALSE);
}
}
el se
if (!memcmp(inptl,"ENDTRAIN",8))
{ if ( (nbrinputs != 2) OR !get_number(inpt2,&int_inpt,0,3) )
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with file error "); 
printf("parml: %s parm2: %s ",inptl,inpt2); 
return(FALSE);
}
else
{ end_training = int_inpt;
}
}
el se
i f (!memcmp(inptl,"CONTEXT",7))
{ if ( (nbrinputs != 2) OR !get_number(inpt2,&int_inpt,0,9)
)
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with file error ");
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printf("parml: %s parm2: %s ",inptl,inpt2); 
return(FALSE);
}
else
{ u p d a t emeth od = intinpt;
}
}
el se
if (!memcmp(inptl,"LEARN",5))
{ if (nbr_inputs > 1 )
{
if (!get_number(inpt2,&int_inpt,5,20))
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with file error
printf("parml: %s parm2: %s ",inptl,inpt2); 
return(FALSE);
}
else
{ consecutive_right = int_inpt;
}
}
else
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with file error ");
printf("parml: %s parm2: %s ",inptl,inpt2); 
return(FALSE);
if ( n b rinputs > 2)
{ if (!get_float(inpt3,&float_inptl, 0.001,0.1))
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with file error
printf("parml: %s parm2: %s ",inptl,inpt2); 
return(FALSE);
}
el se
{ avthreshol d = float_inptl; 
check_av_threshold = TRUE;
}
}
el se
{ check_av_threshold = FALSE;
}
}
el se
if (!memcmp(inptl,"HIDDEN",6))
{ i f  ( ( n b r i n p u t s  ! =  2 )  O R
!get_number(inpt2,&int_inpt,2,HIDDEN_SIZE) )
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with file error "); 
printf("parml: %s parm2: %s ",inptl,inpt2); 
return(FALSE);
}
el se
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{ hidden size = int_inpt; 
context size = intinpt;
}
}
el se
i f (Imemcmp(i npt1,"INERTIA” ,7))
{ if ( (nbr inputs < 2) OR !get_number(inpt2,&int_inpt,0,3) ) 
{ print?("\n\n Program terminating with file error "); 
printf("parml: %s parm2: %s ",inptl,inpt2); 
return(FALSE);
}
el se 
{
if ( i n t i n p t  == 3 OR i n t i n p t  == 1)
{
if (nbr_inputs != 3 OR
!g e t f 1 oat(i npt3,&f1o a t i  nptl,0.001,0.5))
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with file error "); 
p r i n t f ( " p a r m l : %s parm2: %s parm3:
%s",inptl,inpt2,inpt3);
return(FALSE);
}
el se
{ error_sensitivity = floatinptl;
>
}
a p p l y inert ia = TRUE; 
inertiastrategy = i nt_i n pt;
}
}
else
if (!memcmp(inptl,"TRAIN",5))
{
outfile = fopen(tst_fil_id,"w"); /* open an output text
file */
run_train();
}
el se
if (!memcmp(inptl,"DETAIL",6))
{ if ( (nbrinputs != 2) OR !get_number(inpt2,&int_inpt,0,1)
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with file error "); 
printf("parml: %s parm2: %s ",inptl,inpt2); 
return(FALSE);
}
else
{ if (int i n p t  == 1) 
printdetail = TRUE; 
else
print_detail = FALSE;
el se
if (!memcmp(inptl,"SAVEWT",6))
{ i f (!get_number(i npt2,&i nt_i n p t ,0,1))
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with file error ");
printf("parml: %s parm2: %s ",inptl,inpt2); 
return(FALSE);
}
if (int inpt == 0)
{ if Xdoing wts)
{ f c l o s e ( h o w t f l ) ;  
f c l o s e ( c h w t f l ) ;  
fclose(ih_wt_fl); 
d o i n g w t s  = FALSE;
}
}
else
if ( i n t i n p t  == 1)
{ if (!doing_wts)
{ doing_wts = TRUE; 
h o w t f l  = fopen(ho_save_file,"w"); 
i h w t f l  = fopen(ih_save_file,"w"); 
c h w t f l  = fopen(ch_save_file,"w");
}
}
}
el se
if (!memcmp(inptl,"SEED",4))
{ if ( (nbrinputs != 2) OR !get_number(inpt2,&int_inpt,1,99)
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with file error ");
printf("parml: %s parm2: %s ",inptl,inpt2); 
return(FALSE);
}
el se
srand(int_inpt);
}
el se
if (!memcmp(inptl,"CL0SE",5))
{ fclose(outfile);
}
el se
if (!memcmp(inptl,"BUILD",5))
{ if ( (nbrinputs != 2) OR !get_number(inpt2,&int_inpt,0,20)
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with file error "); 
printf("parml: %s parm2: %s ",inptl,inpt2); 
return(FALSE);
}
else
build_weight_file(inpt2);
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el ss
if (!memcmp(inptl,"W0RDS",5))
{ if ( (nbrinputs != 2) OR !get number(inpt2,&int inpt,50,1000)
)
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with file error "); 
printf("parml: %s parm2: %s M ,inptl,inpt2); 
return(FALSE);
}
el se
number words = int inpt;
}
else
if (!memcmp(inptl,"PASSES",6))
{ if ( (nbr_inputs != 2) OR !get_number(inpt2,&int_inpt,1,200)
)
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with file error "); 
printf("parml: %s parm2: %d ",inptl,inpt2); 
return(FALSE);
}
else
hold_number_passes = intinpt;
}
el se
if (!memcmp(inptl,"TEST",4))
{
run_test();
}
el se
if ( !memcmp(inptl,"QUIT",4))
{ break;
}
el se
if (!memcmp(inptl,"THRESHOLD",9))
{ if ( (nbrinputs != 5) OR
!get_f1 o at(inpt2,&f1oat_inptl,0.001,3.0) OR 
!get f1 oat(i npt3,&f1 oat i npt2,0.001,3.0) OR 
!get f 1 oat(i npt4,&f1oat_i npt3,0.001,5.0) OR 
!g e t f 1 o at(i npt5,&f1o a t i  npt4,0.001,5.0)
)
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with file error "); 
printf("parml: %s parm2: %s parm3 %s parm4 %s parm5
%s",
i npt1,i npt2,i npt3,i npt4,i npt5); 
return(FALSE);
}
else
if (threshold pntr < 3)
{
thresholds[threshold_pntr].is_used = TRUE; 
thresholds[thresholdpntr].error_threshold=float_inptl; 
thresholds[threshold_pntr].convthreshold = float_inpt2; 
thresholds[threshold_pntr].learning_rate_l=float_inpt3;
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thresholds[threshold_pntr].learning_rate_2=float_inpt4; 
if (thresholdpntr == 0)
{ errorthreshold = float inptl; 
conv threshold = float_Tnpt2; 
h2o_Tearn = float_inpt3; 
i2h_learn = float_inpt3; 
c2h_learn = float_inpt3;
}
threshold_pntr++;
}
}
el se
if (!memcmp(inptl,"SQUASH",6))
{ if (!get_number(inpt2,&int_inpt,0,4))
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with file error "); 
printf("parml: %s parm2: %s parm3 %s parm4 %s", 
inptl,inpt2,inpt3,inpt4); 
return(FALSE);
}
if ( i n t i n p t  == 0) /* constant sharpness factor */
{ if (!get_float(inpt3,&float_inptl,0.5,6.0))
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with file error
printf("parml: %s parm2: %s parm3 % s " , 
inptl,inpt2,inpt3); 
return(FALSE);
}
else
{
squash_coeffcnt = floatinptl;
}
}
el se
if ( i n t i n p t  == 1) /* cyclic sharpness */
{ if ( !get_number(inpt3,&int_inptl,0,20000) OR 
!get_number(inpt4,&int_inpt2,0,100) OR 
!g e t n u m b e r (i npt5,&i nt_i npt3,0,1000))
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with file error
printf("parml: %s parm2: %s parm3 %s parm4 %s", 
inptl,inpt2,inpt3,inpt4); 
return(FALSE);
}
else
{
hold_max = intinptl; 
hold_drop = int_inpt2; 
h o l d r i s e  = int inpt2; 
hold_min = int_Tnpt3;
}
if ( ( intinpt == 2) OR ( i n t i n p t  == 4))
/* sharpness fol 1 ows error/convergence
{ if ( !get_number(inpt3,&int_inptl,0,20000) OR 
!get_number(inpt4,&int_inpt2,0,100) OR 
!get_number(inpt5,&int_inpt3,0,1000))
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with file error
printf("parml: %s parm2: %s parm3 %s parm4 %s", 
inptl,inpt2,inpt3,inpt4); 
return(FALSE);
)
else
{
h o l d m a x  = intinptl; 
h o l d d r o p  = int_inpt2; 
h o l d r i s e  = int_inpt2; 
h o l d m i n  = int_inpt3; 
do_print = FALSE; 
do_cycle = FALSE;
}
}
el se
if ( i n t i n p t  == 3) /* cyclic sharpness (detail) */
{ if ( !get_number(inpt3,&int_inptl,0,20000) OR 
!get number(i npt4,&int_inpt2,0,100) OR 
!get_number(inpt5,&int_inpt3,0,1000))
{ printf("\n\n Program terminating with file error
printf("parml: %s parm2: %s parm3 %s parm4 %s", 
inptl,inpt2,inpt3,inpt4); 
return(FALSE);
}
el se 
{
h o l d m a x  = intinptl; 
hold_drop = int_inpt2; 
h o l d r i s e  = int_inpt2; 
h o l d m i n  = int_inpt3;
}
change_coeffcnt = intinpt; 
reset_sharpness();
}
}
fclose(batch_input_file); 
return(TRUE);
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*/
run_train()
{
union REGS regs; 
int ii,jj,qq; 
testing = FALSE;
number_passes = h o l d n u m b e r p a s s e s ;  
th r e s h o l d p n t r  = 1;
clrscr();
if (!open_letter_file(train_file)) 
exit(O);
gotoxy(2,7);
printf("now processing letter nbr: %d", curr_letter); 
gotoxy(22,7); 
printf(" "); 
gotoxy(2,8);
printf("on file pass number: %d", hold_number_passes - n u m b e rpass es +
if (doingwts)
{ save_ho_wts(); 
save_ch_wts(); 
save_ih_wts(); 
this_cycle++;
}
train_start_stats(); 
continue_presentations = TRUE; 
while (continuepresentations) 
processpresentati o ns(); 
train_end_stats();
c l o s e l e t t e r f i 1e ();
if (doing_wts)
{ save_ho_wts(); 
save_ch_wts(); 
save_ih_wts();
}
int86(5,&regs,&regs); 
clrscr();
printf("error for the last 20 presentations of the M A X P A T T E R N S  
outputs:\n");
for (jj=0;jj<20;jj++)
{ for (qq=0;qq<numpats;qq++)
printf("p%u=%5.2f ", qq, test_errors[qq][jj]); 
printf("\n");
}
int86(5,&regs,&regs);
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*/
process_presentati o ns()I ***********************■>'' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
processpresentations procedure drives the
elements of training - the forward propagation of activations
and the backward propagation of error signals.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *I 
{
if (get letters())
{
d o f o r w a r d p a s s (); 
if (Itesting)
{ if (skip b a c k p a s s  <= 0) 
do_baclc_pass(); 
el se
s k i p b a c k p a s s — ;
}
else
{ do_out_error();
}
iteration_count++;
}
el se
{ continuepresentations = FALSE;
}
}
/*
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*/
boolean get_letters()
*^******************************************************************** 
g e t l e t t e r s  retrieves an index into the input & output arrays representing
letters in the training & testing sequences
* ********************************************************************I 
{
if (Ifeof(infile))
{
letter_in = letterout; 
fscanf(infile,"%d",&letter_out); 
curr_letter++; 
gotoxy(30,7);
printf("%d", c u r r l e t t e r ) ;
}
else
{
n u m b e r p a s s e s — ; 
if (number_passes <= 0)
{ end_train_resn = 0; 
return(FALSE);
}
gotoxy(30,7); 
printf(" "); 
gotoxy(2,8);
printf("on file pass number: %d", hold_number_passes
number_passes + 1 ) ;
rewind(infile); 
curr_letter = 0;
l e t t e r i n  = letter_out; 
fscanf(infile,"%d",&letter_out); 
curr_letter++; 
gotoxy(30,7);
printf("%d", curr_letter);
sampling_interval = 20 + random(4);
}
return(TRUE);
}
/*
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*/
reset_pass()
{
number_passes— ;
gotoxy(30,7); 
printf(" "); 
gotoxy(2,8);
printf("on file pass number: %d", h o l d n u m b e r p a s s e s  - nu m b e r p a s s e s  +
i ) ;
rewind(infile); 
curr_letter = 0;
sampl ing_interval = 20 + random(4); 
return;
}
/*
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*/
trai n s t a r t s t a t s ()
{ int elemnt,q,qq,qqq; 
fprintf(outfile,"\n");
fprintf(outfile,"this program = %s command input file = %s\n", 
this_prog, batch_input_id); 
fprintf(outfile,"sharpness max %d min %d drop %d rise %d\n", 
hold m a x ,  h o l d m i n ,  holddrop, h o l d rise); 
fprintf(outfile,"offset %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f \n", 
offsetl, offset2, offset3); 
fprintf(outfile,"input representations: %s\n", representa tionfile); 
fprintf(outfile,"output file: %s\n", tst_fil id); 
fprintf(outfile,"training file: %s\n",train_?ile); 
fprintf(outfile,"test file: %s\n",test_file); 
fprintf(outfile,"ho weight file: %s\n",hofile); 
fprintf(outfile,"ih weight file: %s\n",ihfile); 
fprintf(outfile,"ch weight file: %s\n",chfile); 
if (doing_wts)
{ fprintf(outfile,"ho weight save file: %s\n",ho_save_file);
fprintf(outfile,"ih weight save file: % s \ n " ,ih_save_file);
fprintf(outfile,"ch weight save file: %s\n",ch_save_file);
}
fprintf(outfile,"number passes set: %d\n",hold_number_passes); 
fprintf(outfile,"nbr nodes in each inpt representation: 
%d\n",number_nodes);
fprintf(outfile,"inertia switch = %d\n",inertia_strategy); 
if ( c h e c k a v t h r e s h o l d )
fprintf(outfile,"learning criteria - consecutive right = %d thresh.= 
%6.3f\n",
consecutiveright.avthreshold);
el se
fprintf(outfile,"learning criteria - consecutive right = %d\n", 
consecu t i v e r i g h t ) ; 
fprintf(outfile,"error threshold = %6.3f\n", e r r o r t h r e s h o l d ) ; 
fprintf(outfile,"converge threshold = %6.3f\n", conv_threshold); 
fprintf(outfile,"h2o learning rate = %6.3f\n",h2o_learn);
fprintf(outfile,"i2h learning rate = %6.3f\n",i2h_learn);
fprintf(outfile,"c2h learning rate = %6.3f\n",c2h_learnj;
fprintf(outfile,"termination criteria = %d\n",end_training); 
for (q=0;q<numpats;q++)
{ fprintf (outfile, "pattern # %d input representation^" ,q); 
elemnt=0;
for (qq=0;qq<IN_Y_SIZE;qq++)
{ for (qqq=0;qqq<IN_X_SIZE;qqq++)
{ fprintf(outfile," %u", (int) in_pats[q][elemnt++]);
}
fprintf(outfile,"\n");
}
fprintf(outfile,"pattern # %d output representation\n",q); 
for (qq=0;qq<0UT_SIZE;qq++)
{ fprintf(outfile," %u", (int) out_pats[q][qq]);
}
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fprintf(outfile,"\n");
}
fprintf(outfile,"\n"); 
gotoxy(l,9);
p r i n t f ( " c o m r a a n d  i n p u t  f i l e :  % s  l o g  f i l e :
%s\n",batch_input_id,tst_fil_id);
printf("sharpness max %d min %d drop %d rise %d ", 
hold_max, h o l d m i n ,  hold_drop, holdrise); 
printf("offset %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f \n", 
offsetl, offset2, offset3); 
printf ("train file: %s note file %s\n",train_file,representation_file); 
printf("test file identifier: %s\n",test_file); 
if (doing wts)
{ print7("ho wt inpt: %s save: %s\n",hofile,ho_save_file);
printf("ih wt inpt: %s save: %s\n",ihfile,ih_save_file);
printf("ch wt inpt: %s save: %s\n",chfile,ch_save_file);
}
else
{ printf("ho weight file: %s\n",hofile);
printf("ih weight file: %s\n",ihfile);
printf("ch weight file: %s\n",chfile);
}
printf("nbr passes: %d nbr hidden layer nodes: %d ", 
h o l d n u m b e r p a s s e s , h i d d e n  size); 
printf ("term, criteria = %d\n" ,encT_training); 
if (check_av_threshold)
printf("nodes/rep.=%d inertia switch=%d learn crit.=%d %6.3f\n", 
n u m b e r n o d e s ,i nerti a_strategy,consecuti v e r i g h t ,av_threshold); 
else
printf("nodes/rep.=%d inertia switch=%d learn crit.=%d\n", 
number_nodes,inerti a_strategy,consecutive right); 
printf("error threshold = %6.3f " ,error_threshol3); 
printf("converge threshold = %6.3f\n",conv_threshold); 
printf("h2o,i2h,c2h learn rates = %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f\n", 
h2o_learn,i 2h_learn,c2h_learn);
return;
}
/*
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train_end_stats()
{
fprintf(outfile,"\n");
fprintf(outfile,"%s \n",end_train_str[end_train_resn].endmsg); 
fprintf(outfile,"passes set %d passes used %d\n", 
hold_number passes, hold_number_passes - number_passes); 
fprintf(out7ile,"total training presentations: %lu\n", 
iteration count); 
fprintf(outfile,"\n"); 
gotoxy(10,21);
printf("%s \n",end_train_str[end_train_resn].endmsg); 
printf("passes set %d passes used %d ", 
hold_number_passes, hold_number_passes - n u m b e r p a s s e s ) ; 
printf("total training presentations: %lu\n", 
i t e r a t i o n c o u n t ) ; 
return;
}
/*
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*/j * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
d o f o r w a r d  pass() 
control function for the forward pass through the network
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j
do_forward_pass()
{
if ( [testing AND (change_coeffcnt > 0) ) 
adjust_sharpness(); 
do_hidden_forward(); /* process forward pass, hidden layer */
do_out_forward(); /* process forward pass, output layer */
set con_activation(); /* forward propagate to context layer */ 
if Xitesting AND applyinertia) 
adjust_learning(); 
return;
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*/
/* adjust_sharpness()
this procedure modifies the expoential coefficient of the squashing 
function depending on the switch set in the SQUASH parameter
*/
adjust_sharpness()
if (changecoeffcnt == 1 OR change_coeffcnt == 3)
{
if (counter for max > 0)
if (change_coeffcnt == 3 AND counter_for_max < 10)
{ save_ho_wts(); 
save_ch_wts(); 
save_ih_wts();
}
if (doingwts)
{ if (counter_for_max <= 1)
{ if (letterout == samplejletter)
{ save_ho_wts(); 
save_ch_wts(); 
save_ih_wts(); 
c o u n t e r f  or max— ;
}
}
else
c ounterfor _max— ;
}
else
counte r f o r _ m a x — ;
}
else
if (counter_for_drop > 0)
{ counter for drop— ; 
squash_coeffcnt -= 0.20; 
if (change_coeffcnt == 3 AND
(counter_for_drop < 10 OR c o u n t e r f o r d r o p  > hold_drop -
10) )
{ save_ho_wts(); 
save_ch_wts(); 
save ih_wts();
}
}
else
if ( c o u n t e r f o r m i n  > 0)
{ counter_for_min— ; 
if (changecoeffcnt == 3 AND
(counter for min < 10 OR counter_for_min > hold_min - 10)
)
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{ save_ho_wts(); 
save_ch_wts(); 
save_ih_wts();
}
}
else
if ( c o u nterfo r rise > 0)
{ c o u n t e r T o r  rise--; 
squashcoefTcnt += 0.20; 
if (change_coeffcnt == 3 AND
( c o u n t e r f o r r i s e  < 10 OR c o u n t e r f o r r i s e  > h o l d r i s e
- 10) )
{ save_ho_wts(); 
save_ch_wts(); 
save_ih_wts();
}
}
el se
{
if (doingwts)
{ if (letter_out == sampleletter)
{ save_ho_wts(); 
save_ch_wts(); 
save_ih_wts(); 
this_cycle++; 
reset_sharpness();
}
}
else
{ this_cycle++; 
reset_sharpness();
}
}
}
else
if ((change_coeffcnt == 2) OR (changecoeffcnt == 4))
{
if ( c o u n t e r f o r m a x  > 0)
{
c o u n t e r f  or max— ;
}
el se 
if (do cycle)
{
if (ido print AND doing wts)
{ if (letter_out == sampleletter)
{ save_ho_wts(); 
save_ch_wts(); 
save_ih_wts(); 
d o p r i n t  = TRUE;
}
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}
else
if (counter for drop > 0)
{ counter Tor <Jrop--; 
squashcoef Tcnt -= 0.20;
}
el se
if (counter f o r m i n  > 0)
{ counter_Tor_min--; } 
else
if ( c o u n t e r f o r r i s e  > 0)
{ c o u n t e r f o r  rise— ; 
squash_coefTcnt += 0.20;
}
el se 
{
if (doingwts)
{ if (letter_out == sample_letter)
{ save_ho_wts(); 
save_ch_wts(); 
save_ih_wts(); 
this_cycle++; 
reset_sharpness(); 
do_cycle = FALSE; 
do_print = FALSE;
}
}
el se
{ this_cycle++; 
reset_sharpness(); 
do_cycle = FALSE; 
do_print = FALSE;
}
}
}
el se 
{
if (changecoeffcnt == 2)
{
if (number i n a r o w  > 8) 
do_cycTe = TRUE;
}
el se
if (changecoeffcnt == 4)
{ if (converged)
{ d o c y c l e  = TRUE; 
nbr_cycles++; 
gotoxy(66,16+nbr cycles);
p r i n t f ( " # : % l u
cyc:%d",iteration_count,nbr_cycles);
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}
return;
}j * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
do_h i d d e n f o r w a r d () 
process the hidden layer’s forward pass 
The activation of hidden layer’s neuron is the weighted 
sum of the inputs from the input+context patterns, with sigmoid 
function applied to the inputs.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j
do_h i d d e n f o r w a r d ()
{
double tot_sum; 
double input_sum, context_sum; 
int neuron, i;
if (print detail AND testing)
fprintf(outfi1e,"%d: ", letterout);
for (neuron=0;neuron<hidden_size; neuron++)
{
input_sum = 0.0;
for (i=0; i<IN_SIZE; i++)
{/* compute weighted sum of input signals */
i n p u t  s u m  + =
hidden wts[neuron][i]*in pats[1etter in][i];
}
c o n t e x t s u m  = 0.0;
for (i =0; iccontextsize; i++)
{ /* contribution from last activation levels of hidden layer */ 
c o n t e x t s u m  += conwts[neuron][i]*con_out[i];
}
/* apply function f(x) = 1/(1+exp(-5x)) to weighted sum
*/
*/
*/
/* the factor of 5 is arbitrarily chosen to give a good range 
/* from almost 0 to nearly 1
tot_sum = 1.0/(1.0 + exp(-(squash_coeffcnt *
(contextfactor * c o n t e x t s u m  + input_factor
inputsum))));
hidden_out[neuron] = tot_sum;
if (print detail AND testing)
fprint?(outfile,"%6.3f ", tot_sum);
}
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if (print detail AND testing) 
fprintT(outfile,"\n");
return;
}
*^********************************************************* 
d o o u t f o r w a r d () 
process the forward pass through the output layer 
The activation of the output layer is the weighted sum of 
the inputs (outputs from hidden layer), modified by the 
sigmoid function.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j
do_out_forward()
{
double sum; 
int neuron, i;
for (neuron=0; neuroncOUTSIZE; neuron++)
{
sum = 0.0;
for (i =0; ichidden size; i++)
{ /* compute weighted sum of input signals from hidden layer
*/
sum += out_wts[neuron][i]*hidden_out[i];
}
/* apply f(x) = l/(l+exp(-5x)) to weighted input
the factor of 5 is arbitrarily chosen to give a good range 
from almost 0 to nearly 1 */
sum = 1.0/(1.0+exp(-(squash_coeffcnt * sum))); 
outout[neuron] = sum;
}
return;
}
/*
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*/
set_con_acti vati o n ()j * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
set_con_activation stores the ’history’ information from the hidden 
layer into the context layer
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j
{ int i, diff;
for (i =0; i<context_size; i++)
{ if (updatemethod == 0)
{ con out[i] = hidden_out[i];
}
else
if (update_method == 1)
{ if (con_out[i] > 0 . 5 )
{ con o ut[i1 = hidden out[il + 0.2*con out[i]; 
if (con_out[i] > 1.0) 
con_out[i] = 1.0;
}
else
if (con_out[i] < 0.5)
{ con_out[i] = hidden_out[i] - 0.2*con_out[i]; 
if (con_out[i] < 0.0) 
con_out[i] = 0.0;
}
else
con_out[i] = hidden_out[i];
}
else
if (update_method == 2)
{ con_out[i] = 1.0/(1.0 + exp(10.0*(hidden_out[i] - 0.5)))
- 0.5;
}
el se
if (update_method == 3)
{ con out[i] = hidden factor * hidden_out[i];
}
}
return;
}
/* adjustlearning changes the learning rate as a function of 
the similarities bewteen input representations, this is 
done in preparation for the backward pass.
*/
adjust learning()
{
int qq;
double t o t s u m ;  
tot sum = 0.0;
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if (inertia_strategy == 1)
{
for (qq=0;qq<IN_SIZE;qq++)
{ if ((in_pats[letter_out][qq] > 0 . 9 )  AND (in_pats[letter_in][qq] >
0.9))
tot_sum += 1.0;
}
tot_sum=tot_sum/number_nodes;
/* tot is the fraction of similarity btw adjacent 
input representations */ 
if ( t o t s u m  >= 0.19) /* if at least 20% of the nodes are in
common */
{ inertial_h2o_learn = 1.0; /* d o n ’t change the learning rate */
inertial_c2h_learn = 1.0; 
inertial_i2h_learn = 1.0;
else /* else decrease the rates by constant */
{ inertial_h2o_learn = error_sensitivity; 
inertial_c2h_learn = error_sensitivity; 
inertial_i2h_learn = error_sensitivity;
}
}
else
if (inertiastrategy == 2)
{
for (qq=0;qq<IN_SIZE;qq++)
{ if ((in_pats[letter_out][qq] > 0.9) AND (in_pats[letter_in][qq] >
0.9))
t o t s u m  += 1.0;
}
tot_s um=((t o t s  um/number_nodes)+0.8)*0.75;
/* equasion for a straight line crosing pts (0.2,0.7) 
and (0.5, 1.0) */
if (tot_sum > 1.0) t o t s u m  = 1.0; 
el se
if (tot sum < 0.6) tot_sum = 0.6; 
inertiaT_h2o_learn = t o t sum; 
inertial_c2h_learn = t o t s u m ;  
inertial_i2h_learn = tot_sum;
}
else
if (inertia_strategy == 3)
{
for (qq=0;qq<OUT_SIZE;qq++)
{ tot_sum += fabs(out_pats[letter_in][qq] - out_out[qq]); } 
tot_sum = t o t s u m / O U T S I Z E ;
/* tot_sum = average error per node of this pattern */ 
if ( ( t o t s u m  - total_average_error > error_sensitivity) AND 
iterationcount > 100) 
skip back pass = 2;
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}
else
inertial_h2o_learn = 1 . 0  
inertial_c2h_learn = 1.0 
inertial_i2h_learn = 1 . 0
}
return;
}
/*
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I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
display_output()
Display the actual output vs. the desired output of the 
network.
Once the training is complete, and the "learned" flag set 
to TRUE, then display_output sends its output to both 
the screen and to a text output file.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j
display output()
{
int i;
gotoxy(l,(letter_in)*3+2);
printf("Pattern # %d Instance # %lu\n",letter_in,
instance_count[letter_in]);
printf("Desired Output: ");
fprintf(outfile,"Desired Output: ");
for (i =0; i<0UT_SIZE; i++)
{
fprintf(outfile,"%6.3f ",out_pats[letter_in][i]); 
printf("%6.3f ",out_pats[letter_in][i]);
}
fprintf(outfile,"\n Actual Output: ");
printf("\nActual Output: ");
for (i=0; i<0UT_SIZE; i++)
{
fprintf(outfile,"%6.3f ",out_out[i]); 
printf("%6.3f ",out_out[i]);
}
fprintf(outfile,"\n");
return;
}
/*
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*/
^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
do_back_pass()
Process the backward propagation of error through network.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j
do back_pass()
{
d o o u t  error(); 
do_hid<Jen_error(); 
a d j u s t o u t  wts();
adjust_Hid_con_wts(); 
return;
}
/*
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*/
j * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
do_out_error()
Compute the e r r o r  f o r  the output layer neurons.
Note that the formal backprop rule for computing the error 
delta has the derivitive term output*(l-output) which 
is dropped. We just use the difference between the 
desired (training) pattern and the output pattern.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j
do_out_error()
{
int neuron, test_idx; 
double error,tot_error; 
boolean all good;
all good = TRUE; 
tot_error = 0.0;
for (neuron=0; neuron<0UT_SIZE; neuron++)
{
out_error[neuron] = out_pats[letter_in][neuron] 
out_out[neuron]; 
error = out error[neuron];
if (error <0) 
error = -1.0 * error; 
if (error > errorthreshold) 
allgood = FALSE; 
tot error += error;
if (NOT all good AND errswitch)
{ gotoxy(5,6);
printf("symbol: % u error: %8.3f",letter_in,tot_error);
}
tot_error = t o t e r r o r  / OUTSIZE;
/* tot_error for this note = error per node */
if (testing)
{ test_out_error[letter_in] += tot_error; 
i n s t a n c e c o u n t [1e t t e r i  n]++; 
print_output();
}
test_idx = (test_errors_idx[letter_in] + 1) MOD 20; 
test_errors[letter in][test_idx] = tot error; 
test_errors_eachno3e[letter_in][testiHx] = allgood; 
test_errors_idx[letter_in] = test_idx;
t o t a l a v e r a g e e r r o r  += toterror; 
number notes++;
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if ( (iterationcount MOD 20) == 0)
{
total_average_error = total_average_error/20; 
fprintf(outfile,"av err/node over last 20 notes: totl =
%8.3f\n",
total_average_error);
gotoxy(30,8);
printf("av err/node over last 20 symbols: ttl=%8.3f\n", 
total_average_error);
if (total_average_error < 0.35) 
number_in_a_row++; 
el se
number_in_a_row = 0;
if (total a v erageerr or < 0.10) 
err_switch = TRUE;
if (!testing)
continuepresentations = check_out_error();
total_average_error = 0.0;
}
return;
}
print_output()
/* displays intended output letter and the letter the system actually 
outputs - an asterisk is appended if the choice exceeds the error 
limit */
{ double t o t e r r o r ,  error, summederror; 
int i, j, output_letter; 
char asterisk, testasterisk;
t o t e r r o r  = 10.0; 
for (j=0;j<numpats;j++)
{
summed_error = 0.0; 
test_asterisk = ’ ’; 
for (i =0; i<0UT_SIZE; i++)
{
error = out_pats[j][i] - out_out[i];
if (error <0)
{ error = (-1.0)*error; } 
summed_error += error;
if (error > errorthreshold)
{ testasterisk = }
}
if (summed_error < t o t e r r o r )
{ tot_error = summed_error; 
output_letter = j; 
asterisk = testasterisk;
}
fprintf(outfile,"%d %d%c ",letter_in, output_letter,asterisk);
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^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
d o h i d d e n  error()
Compute tWe error for the hidden layer neurons 
This is based on the output errors computed above.
Note that the derivative of the sigmoid f(x) is 
f ’(x) = f(x)(l - f(x))
Recall that f(x) is merely the output of the hidden 
layer neuron on the forward pass.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j
do_hidden_error()
{
double sum; 
int neuron, i ;
for (neuron=0; neuron<hidden_size; neuron++)
{
sum = 0.0;
for (i=0; i<0UT_SIZE; i++)
{
sum += out_wts[i][neuron]*out_error[i];
}
/* apply the derivative of the sigmoid here */ 
h i d d e n _ e r r o r [ n e u r o n  
hidden out[neuron]*(l-hidden_out[neuron])*sum;
}
return;
}
/*
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compute_wt_changes()
{
int i;
t_h2o_wt_chg = 0.0; 
t_i2h_wt_chg = 0.0; 
t_c2h_wt_chg = 0.0; 
for (i =0;i<10;i++)
{
t_h2o_wt_chg += total_h2o_wt_chg[i]; 
t_i2h_wt_chg += total_i2b_wt_chg[i]; 
t_c2h_wt_chg += total_c2h_wt_chg[i];
}
if (t_h2o_wt_chg > 0.5) t_h2o_wt_chg = 0.5; 
if (t_i2h_wt_chg > 0 . 5 )  t_i2h_wt_chg = 0 . 5 ;  
if (t_c2h_wt_chg > 0 . 5 )  t_c2h_wt_chg = 0 . 5 ;
if ( (iterationcount % 10) == 0)
{
gotoxy(10,18);
printf("%6.3f = average h2o change",t_h2o_wt_chg/10); 
gotoxy(10,19);
printf("%6.3f = average i2h change",t_i2h_wt_chg/10); 
gotoxy(10,20);
printf("%6.3f = average c2h change",t_c2h_wt_chg/10);
}
for (i=0;i<10;i++)
{
total_h2o_wt_chg[i] = 0.0; 
total_i2h_wt_chg[i] = 0 . 0 ;  
total_c2h_wt_chg[i] = 0.0;
}
return;
}
/*
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j* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
adjust_out_wts()
Adjust the weights of the output layer. The error for 
the output layer has been previously propagated back to 
the hidden layer.
Use the Delta Rule with momentum term to adjust the weights.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j
adjust_out_wts()
{
int weight, neuron,idx; 
double length;/* magnitude of input vector to neuron */ 
double delta,alph;
/*
idx = iterationc ount % 10;
h2o_learn = BETA1 * t_h2o_wt_chg/0.5;
if ( idx == 0)
{ gotoxy(10,11); 
printf("%6.3f = h2o_learn",h2o_learn);
}
*/
alph = ALPHA;
length = 0.0;/* since all output neurons see the same
input pattern, only have to compute this 
once! */
for (weight=0; weight<hidden_size; weight++)
{
length += hidden_out[weight]*hidden_out[weight];
}
if (length<=0.1) length = 0.1;
for (neuron=0; r.euron<OUT_SIZE; neuron++)
{
for (weight=0; weight<hidden size; weight++)
{
if (outwts[neuron][weight] > 50.0 OR 
out_wts[neuron][weight] < -50.0) 
delta = 0.0; 
el se
delta = inertial_h2o_learn*h2o_learn*
out_error[neuron]*hidden_out[weight]/length;
out_wts[neuron][weight] += 
delta;
out_wt_change[neuron][weight] = delta;
}
}
return;
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*^******************************************************* 
a d j u s t h i d c o n  wts()
Adjust the hidHen-to-input layer weights using the previously 
computed errors.
We use the Generalized Delta Rule with momentum term
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j
adj u st_h i d c o n w t  s ()
{
int weight, neuron,idx;
double c_length, i l e n g t h ; / *  magnitude of input vector to neuron */ 
double alph,delta;
alph = ALPHA; 
c_length = 0.0; 
i l e n g t h  = 0.0;
/* find the length of the vector that makes up the inputs
to the hidden layer - these are the nodea from the input layer 
and the nodes from the context layer */ 
for (weight=0; weight<IN_SIZE; weight++)
{
i _ l e n g t h +  = 
in_pats[letter_in][weight]*in_pats[letter_in][weight];
}
for (weight=0; weight<context_size; weight++)
{
c_length += con_out[weight]*con_out[weight];
}
if ( c l e n g t h  < 0 . 1 )  c l e n g t h  = 0 . 1 ;  
if ( i l e n g t h  < 0.1) i l e n g t h  = 0.1;
/* use this length to compute the chnages in the weights between the 
context layer and the hidden layer, and between the input layer and 
the hidden layer */
for (neuron=0; neuron<hidden_size; neuron++)
{
for (weight=0; weight<IN_SIZE; weight++)
{
if (hidden_wts[neuron][weight] > 50.0 OR 
hidden_wts[neuron][weight] < -50.0) 
delta = 0.0; 
else
delta = inertial i2h_learn*i2h_learn*hidden_error[neuron]* 
in_pats[Tetter_in][wei ght]/i_length;
hidden_wts[neuron][weight] += 
delta;
hidden_wt_change[neuron][weight] = delta;
}
for (weight=0; weight<context_size; weight++)
{
if (con_wts[neuron][weight] > 50.0 OR 
conwts[neuron][weight] < -50.0) 
delta = 0.0; 
else
delta = inertial_c2h learn*c2h_learn*hidden_error[neuron] 
conout[wei gHt]/ c l e n g t h ;
con_wts[neuron][weight] += 
delta;
conwtchang e[neuron][weight] = delta;
if (delta > 0.0)
total_c2h_wt_chg[idx] += delta; 
else
total_c2h_wt_chg[idx] -= delta;
}
return;
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/* check_out error()
see if T e a m i n g  threasholds have been reached.
*/
boolean check_out_error()
{ int i ,j; 
double xerror,yerror,cerror; 
boolean result = TRUE; 
boolean noerr o r ;
p r e v l f a c t o r  = 1 factor; 
converged = TRUE; 
no_error = TRUE;
/* calculate learning of the notes */
for (i =0;i<numpats;i++)
{
xerror = 0.0;
for (j=0;j<consecutive_right;j++)
{
xerror += test_errors[i][j]; 
if (!test_errors_eachnode[i][j]) 
n o e r r o r  = FALSE;
}
xerror = xerror/consecutiveright; /* average error per node */
gotoxy(i*8+2,23);
printf("%5.2f", xerror);
if (no_error)
{
if (thresholds[threshold_pntr].is u sed)
{ n o e r r o r  = FALSE;
e r r o r  t h r e s h o l d  
thresholds[thresholdpntr].errorthreshold;
c o n v  t h r e s h o l d  
thresholds[threshold_pntr],conv_threshold;
h2o_learn = thresholds[threshold_pntr].learning_rate_l; 
i2h_learn = thresholds[threshold_pntr].learning_rate_l; 
c2h_learn = thresholds[threshold_pntr].learningratel;
fprintf(outfile,"\n new err thrhld = %6.3f learn rt = 
%6.3f iter cnt = %lu \n",
error_threshold, h2o_learn, i t e r a t i o n c o u n t ) ;
threshold pntr++;
}
}
if (converged)
{
for (j=2;j<17;j=j+2)
{ if ( fabs(test errors[i][2] - test_errors[i][j+2])
> conv threshold)
{ converged = FALSE;
cerror = 0.0; 
break;
}
if ( fabs(test errors[i][3] - test_errors[i][j+3])
> conv threshold)
{ converged = FALSE;
cerror = 0.0; 
break;
}
}
cerror = cerror/16;
}
}
if (total_average_error < .01) 
converged = FALSE;
if ( c h e c k a v t h r e s h o l d )
{ i f  (total_average_error < av_threshold) 
no error = TRUE;
}
if (end training > 2)
{ if (converged OR no_error)
{ result = FALSE; 
if (no_error)
e n d t r a i n r e s n  = 2; 
else
end_train_resn = 1;
}
}
else
if (end training > 1)
{ if (converged)
{ result = FALSE; 
e n d t r a i n r e s n  = 1;
}
}
el se
if (end training > 0)
{ if (noerror)
{ result = FALSE; 
end train resn = 2;
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}
}
1 factor += curr_error[i];
/* fprintf(outfile," p r v e r r  = %6.3f ", perror);
fprintf(outfile," cur_err = %6.3f diff = %6.3f\n", 
cerror, xerror);
*/
/* 1 factor = 1 factor / max letters; */
/* 1 factor = average error among sampling points */
return(result);
}
/*
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j * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
initialize_net()
Do all the initialization stuff before beginning
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j
boolean initializenet(rndm) 
int rndm;
{
int ij,neuron;
int errc o d e ; 
double value;
FILE *ih wtfile, *ho_wtfile, *ch_wtfile; 
char in_5uf[80];
/* the offset value shifts the point around which the initialized 
weight
values are distributed */
if (rndm == 2)
{ if ( ( i h w t f i l e  = fopen(ihfile,"r")) == NULL)
{ printf("error"); 
scanf("%d",&i);
}
if ( (ho_wtfile = fopen(hofile,"r")) == NULL)
{ printf("error"); 
scanf("%d",&i);
}
if ( ( c h w t f i l e  = fopen(chfile,"r")) == NULL)
{ printf("error"); 
scanf("%d",&i);
}
}
randomize();
for (neuron = 0; neuron<HIDDEN_SIZE; neuron++)
{ for(i=0; i< IN_SIZE; i++)
{ if (rndm == 1)
{ value = (((double) (rand())) /32767.0 ) - 0.5; 
hidden_wts[neuron][i] = value/divisor +
offsetl;
hidden wt change[neuron][i] = 0.0;
}
else
if (rndm == 0)
{
hidden_wts[neuron][i] = 0.0; 
hidden_wt_change[neuron][i] = 0.0;
}
el se
if (rndm == 2)
{ fgets(in_buf,80,ih_wtfile);
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sscanf(in_buf,"%lf",&value); 
hidden wtsfneuron][i] = value * divisorfactor; 
Kidden_wt_change[neuron][i] = 0.0;
}
el se
{ printf("input batch file error \n"); 
exit(O);
}
}
}
for (neuron=0; neuron<OUT_SIZE; neuron++)
{ for(i=0; i<HIDDEN_SIZE; i++)
{ if (rndm == 1)
{ value = (((double) (rand())) / 32767.0 ) -
0.5;
outwts[neuron][i] = value/divisor + offset2; 
out_wt_change[neuron][i] = 0.0;
}
el se
if (rndm == 0)
{
out_wts[neuron][i] = 0.0; 
out_wt_change[neuron][i] = 0.0;
}
el se
if (rndm == 2)
{ fgets(in_buf,80,ho_wtfile); 
sscanf(i n_buf,"%1f",&value); 
outwts[neuron][i] = value * divisorfactor; 
out_wt_change[neuron][i] = 0.0;
}
else
{ printf("input batch file error \n"); 
exit(0);
}
}
}
for (neuron=0; neuron<HIDDEN_SIZE; neuron++)
{ for (i=0; i<C0NTEXT_SIZE; i++)
{ if (rndm == 1)
{ value = (((double) (rand())) / 32767.0 ) - 0.5;
c o n w t s [ neu ron][i] = value/divisor + offset3; 
con_wt_change[neuron][i] = 0.0;
}
else
if (rndm == 0)
{
con_wts[neuron][i] = 0.0;
con_wt_change[neuron][i] = 0.0;
}
else
if (rndm == 2)
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{ fgets(in_buf,80,ch wtfile); 
sscanf(in_buf , "SSlf^&value); 
con_wts[neuron][i] = value * divisor_factor; 
c o n w t  change[neuron][i] = 0.0;
}
else
{ printf("input batch file error \n"); 
exit(O);
}
}
}
if (rndm == 2)
{ fclo s e ( i h w t f i l e ) ; 
fclose(ho_wtfile); 
fclose(ch_wtfile);
}
h2o_learn = BETA1; /* separate learning rates for each set of weights
*/
i2h_learn = BETA1; 
c2h_learn = BETA1; 
inertial_h2o_learn = 1.0; 
inertial_i2h_learn = 1.0; 
inertial_c2h_learn = 1.0;
errorthreshold = 0.1 * O U T S I Z E  ; /* initial minimum error for
learning */
h i d d e n s i z e  = HIDDENSIZE; 
c o n t e x t s i z e  = CONTEXTSIZE;
convthresh old = 0.005; /* max. difference btw. alternating
errors */
squashcoeffcnt = 5.0; 
change_coeffcnt = 0;
t e s t l e t t e r  = 0; 
cmd_error = FALSE; 
exit_flag = FALSE; 
continue_presentations = TRUE; 
testing = FALSE; 
doing_wts = FALSE; 
do_cycle = FALSE; 
apply_inertia = FALSE; 
converged = FALSE; 
err_switch = FALSE; 
inertiastrategy = 0; 
t h i s c y c l e  = 0;
skip back_pass = 0; /* how many times to skip the back (training) pass
*/
number_in_a_row = 0;
consecutiveright = 20; /* default: 20 straight right responses each
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node */
nbr_cycles = 0;
c o n t e x t f a c t o r  = 1.0; 
i n p u t f a c t o r  = 1.0; 
hidden factor = 1.0;
/* multiplicative values to weight the contributions from the respective 
layer’s inputs for forward pass */
curr letter = 0; 
m a x l e t t e r s  = 0;
for(i =0;i<4;i++)
thresholds[i].isused = FALSE; 
threshold_pntr = 0;
update method = 0;
/* default update method is to copy hidden unit values 
to context layer */
samplinginterval = 20 + random(4);
1 factor = 0.0; 
prev 1 factor = 10.0; 
totaT_average_error = 0.0; 
vowel_average_error = 0.0; 
consonant_average_error = 0.0; 
number_vowels = 0; 
number_consonants = 0;
h o l d m a x  = 0; 
h o l d m i n  = 0; 
hold_rise = 0; 
hold_drop = 0;
iteration_count = 1;
reset_sharpness(); 
reset_accumulators(); 
e r r c o d e  = read_data_file();
r e t u r n ( e r r c o d e ) ;
}j* * j
res e t a c c u m u l a t o r s ()
{ int i j ;
for (i =0;i <NUMBER_LETTERS;i ++)
{ prev_error[i] = 5.0; 
curr_error[i] = 0 . 0 ;
}
for (i =0;i <MAX_PATTERNS;i ++)
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{ test_errors_idx[i] = 0; 
for (j=0;j<20;j++)
{ test_errors[i][j] = j * 5.0; 
test_errors_eachnode[i][j] = FALSE;
}
}
for (i=0; K C O N T E X T S I Z E ;  i++)
{ con_out[i] = 0.5;
}
for (i =0; i<HIDDEN_SIZE; 1++)
{ hidden_out[i] = 0.01; 
h i d d e n e r r o r f i ] = 0.0;
}
for (i=0; i<0UT_SIZE; i++)
{ out_out[i] = 0.01; 
out_error[i] = 0 . 0 ;
}
for (i=0;i<10;i++)
{ total_h2o_wt_chg[i] = 0.05; 
tota1_i2h_wt_chg[i] = 0.05; 
total_c2h_wt_chg[i] = 0.05;
}
t_i2h_wt_chg = 0.0; 
t_c2h_wt_chg = 0 . 0 ;  
t h2o w t c h g  = 0 . 0 ;
reset_sharpness()
{ c o u n t e r f o r  max = hold max; 
counter_for_drop = holH_drop; 
counter_for_min = hold min; 
counter_for_rise = holdrise; 
return;
/*
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*/
j * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
r e a d d a t a  file()
Read in tfie input data file and store the patterns in 
i n p a t s  and outp a t s .
The format for the data file is as follows: 
line# data expected
1 In-X-size,in-y-size,out-size
2 number of patterns in file
3 1st X row of 1st pattern
4 ...following rows of 1st pattern 
in-x+2y-out pattern
+11st X row of 2nd pattern 
etc.
Each row of data is separated by commas or spaces.
The data is expected to be ascii text corresponding to 
either a +1 or a 0.
6 1 6  input is 6x1 grid, output is 6 bits
6 six pattern in file
1 0  1 0  0 1 input pattern for b
1 0  1 0  0 1 output pattern for b
1 0  1 1 0  1 input pattern for d
1 0  1 1 0  1 output pattern for d
0 1 0  1 1 1  input pattern for u
0 1 0  1 1 1  output pattern for u
Returns -1 if any file error occurred, otherwise 0.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j
read_data_file()
{
int xinsize,yinsize,youtsize; 
int patt, element, i, row, col; 
int vals_read; 
float numbr_nodes;
unsigned int valI,val2,val3,val4,val5,val6,val7,val8,val9; 
unsigned int vall0,valll,vall2,vall3,vall4,vall5,vall6; 
FILE *lfile;
Ifile = fopen(representation_file, "r"); 
if (Ifile == NULL)
{ printf("\n error in opening representation file!"); 
return -1 ;
}
vals_read =fscanf (Ifile, "%d %d °/od" ,&xinsize,&yinsize,&youtsize); 
if (val s r e a d  != 3)
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printf("\n Should read 3 items in line one; did read
Xd",vals_read);
return -1;
}
vals_read=fscanf(1fi1e,"Xd",&numpats); 
if (val s r e a d  !=1)
printf ("\n Should read 1 item in line 2; did read
&d",vals_read);
return -1;
}
if (numpats > MAXPATTERNS) 
numpats = MAXPATTERNS;
r a n d o m e r r  = (xinsize * yinsize)*0.5; /* random hamming error */
for (patt=0; pattcnumpats; patt++)
{
element = 0;
for (row = 0; row<yinsize; row++)
v a l s r e a d  = fscanf(Ifile,"Xu %u Xu Xu %u Xu", 
&vall, &val2, &val3, &val4, &val5, &val6); 
if (vals_read != xinsize)
{
printf ("\n invalid input representation!"); 
return -1;
}
in_pats[patt][element++] = (double) vail; 
in_pats[patt][element++] = (double) val2; 
in_pats[patt][element++] = (double) val3; 
in_pats[patt][element++] = (double) val4; 
in_pats[patt][element++] = (double) val5; 
in_pats[patt][element++] = (double) val6;
}
/* for (i=0;i< IN_SIZE; i++)
{
if (in_pats[patt][i] >= 0.9) 
in_pats[patt][i] = 0.9; 
if (in_pats[patt][i] <= 0.1) 
in_pats[patt][i] = 0.1;
}*/
element = 0;
vals read = fscanf(lfile,
"Xu Xu ¥oU Xu Xu Xu Xu Xu Xu Xu Xu Xu Xu Xu Xu Xu",
&vall, &val2, &val3, &val4, &val5, &va!6, &val7, &va!8,
&val9,
&val10, &va111, &val12, &vall3, &vall4, &vall5, &val16); 
if ( v a l s r e a d  != OUTS I Z E )
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{
printf ("\n invalid output representation!"); 
return -1;
out_pats[patt][element++] = (double 
out_pats[patt][element++j = (double 
out_pats[patt][element++] = (double 
out_pats[patt][element++] = (double 
out_pats[patt][element++] = (double 
out_pats[patt][element++] = (double 
out_pats[patt][element++] = (double 
out_pats[patt][element++] = (double 
out_pats[patt][element++] = (double 
out_pats[patt][element++] = (double 
out_pats[patt][element++] = (double) vail 
out_pats[patt][element++] = (double 
out_pats[patt][element++] = (double 
out_pats[patt][element++] = (double 
out_pats[patt][element++] = (double 
out_pats[patt][element++] = (double
}
n u m b r n o d e s  = 0.0;
for (patt=0;patt<numpats;patt++)
{ for (element=0;element<IN_SIZE;element++)
{ if (in_pats[patt][element] > 0.9) 
n u m b r n o d e s  += 1.0;
}
}
numbrjiodes = numbr_nodes/numpats;
if ( (int)numbrjiodes == (int)(numbrjiodes+0.5) ) 
number jiodes = (int)numbr_nodes; 
else
if ( ((int)numbrnodes) + 1 == (int)(numbrjiodes+0.5) ) 
n u m b e r n o d e s  = ((int)numbrjiodes) + 1 ; 
else
{ printf("error!"); 
exit(0);
}
fclose(lfile); 
return 0;
}
/*
vail 
val 2; 
val 3; 
val 4; 
val 5; 
va!6; 
val 7; 
val8; 
val 9; 
val10;
val12; 
val13; 
val14; 
val15; 
val16;
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*/
o p e n l e t t e r  f i l e ( i n p u t f i l e i d )  
char input_7ile_id[];
{
infile = fopen(input_file_id, "r"); 
if (infile == NULL)
{ printf("\n error in opening file %s", input_fi1e_id);
fprintf(ou tfile,"\n error opening input file 
%s",input_file_id);
return(FALSE);
}
else
{ fscanf(i nfi1e ,"%d",&1 etter out); 
return(TRUE);
}
}
close_letter_file()
{ fclose(infile);
}
*^******************************************************
display_hidden_wts()
Display the weights on the hidden layer neurons
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j
di splay_hi d d e n w t s ()
{
int neuron, weight, row, col;
fprintf(outfile,"\n Weights of Middle Layer neurons:"); 
for (neuron=0; neuron<hidden_size; neuron++)
{
fprintf(outfile,"\n Mid Neurode # %d",neuron); 
for (row=0; row<IN_Y_SIZE; row++)
{
fprintf(outfile,"\n ");
for (col=0; col<IN_X_SIZE; col++)
{
weight = IN X S I Z E  * row + col; 
f p r i n t f  ( o u t f i 1 e , " % 8 . 3 f  " ,
hidden_wts[neuron][weight]);
}
}
}
return;
}
save_ih_wts()
{
int neuron, weight; 
float tot, g r t o t  = 0.0;
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fprintf(ih wt f l ,
"\n input-fiidcfen layer cycle: %d letterout: %u nbr passes: 
%lu\n",
this_cycle,letter_out,iterationcount); 
for (neuron=0; neuron<hidden_size; neuron++)
{ tot = 0.0;
for (weight=0; weightcINSIZE; weight++)
fprintf(ih_wt_f1,"%8.3f ",in pats[1etter_in][weight]); 
fprintf(ih_wt_fl,"\n");
for (weight=0; weight<IN SIZE; weight++)
{ fprintf(ih_wt_fl ",hidden_wts[neuron][weight]);
tot += hidden_wts[neuron][weight]*in_pats[4][weight];
}
fprintf(ih_wt_fl," %8.3f\n",tot);
gr tot += tot * tot;
}
fprintf(ih_wt_fl/vector length: %8.3f\n", g r t o t ) ;
return;
}
save_ho_wts()
{
int neuron, weight; 
float tot, g r t o t  = 0.0;
f p r i n t f ( h o w t f l ,
"\n hidden-output layer cycle: %d letter_out: %u nbr passes:
% lu\n",
this_cycle,letter_out, iteration_count); 
for (neuron=0; neuron<0UT_SIZE; neuron++)
{ tot = 0.0;
for (weight=0; weight<hidden size; weight++)
f p r i n t f ( h o w t f l ,"%8.3T ",hidden_out[weight]); 
fprintf(ho_wt_fl,"\n");
for (weight=0; weight<hidden_size; weight++)
{ fprintf(ho_wt_fl,"7o8.3f ",out_wts[neuron][weight]); 
tot += out_wts[neuron][weight]*hidden_out[weight];
}
fprintf(ho_wt_fl," %8.3f\n",tot);
gr tot += tot * tot;
}
fprintf(ho_wt_fl,"vector length: %8.3f\n", g r t o t ) ;
return;
}
save_ch_wts()
{
int neuron, weight; 
float tot, gr_tot = 0.0;
f p r i n t f ( c h w t f l ,
"\n context-hidden layer cycle: %d l e t t erout: %u nbr passes:
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%lu\n",
th i s c y c l e ,1e t t e r o u t ,i terati o n c o u n t ); 
for (neuron=0; neuronchiddensize; neuron++)
{ tot = 0.0;
for (weight=0; weightccontextsize; weight++)
f p r i n t f ( c h w t f 1,"%8.3f ",c o n o u t [ w e i g h t ] ); 
f pri n t f ( c h w t f l , " \ n " ) ;
for (weight=0; weight<context_size; weight++)
{ fprintf(ch_wt_fl,"%8.3f ",con_wts[neuron][weight]); 
tot += con_wts[neuron][weight]*con_out[weight];
}
fprintf(ch_wt_fl," %8.3f\n",tot);
gr_tot += tot * tot;
}
fprintf(ch_wt_fl,"vector length: %8.3f\n", gr_tot);
return;
}
^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
display_out_wts()
Display the weights on the output layer neurons
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j
display_out_wts()
{
int neuron, weight;
fprintf(outfile,"\n Weights of Output Layer neurons:"); 
for (neuron=0; neuron<0UT_SIZE; neuron++)
{
fprintf(outfile,"\n Out Neurode # %d \n",neuron); 
for (weight=0; weight<hidden_size; weight++)
fprintf(outfile," %8.3f ", out_wts[neuron][weight]);
}
}
return;
}
/*
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*/
run_test()
*^********************************************************************* 
inputs the train through the trained net & displays results
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j 
{
testing = TRUE; 
squash_coeffcnt = 5.0;
/* whatever the squahing coefficient was during training, reset to 
0.5 for the test */
if (!open_letter_file(test_file)) 
exit(0);
fprintf(outfile,"\n\nstarting pass against test file\n\n"); 
p r e p a r e t e s t a c c u m u l a t o r s (); 
number p a s s e s  = 1; 
continue_presentations = TRUE; 
while (continuepresentations) 
process_presentations(); 
c l o s e l e t t e r _ f i 1e (); 
wri te_test_stats();
if (!open !etter_fi1e (train_fi1e)) 
exit(O);
fprintf(outfile,"\n\nstarting pass against training file\n\n"); 
p r e p a r e t e s t a c c u m u l a t o r s (); 
number_passes = 1; 
continue_presentations = TRUE; 
while (continue_presentations) 
process_presentations(); 
c l o s e _ l e t t e r f i 1e (); 
wri t e t e s t s t a t s ();
testing = FALSE; 
return;
}
pr e p a r e t e s t a c c u m u l a t o r s ()
{ int i;
for (i =0;i<MAX_PATTERNS;i++)
{ test_out_error[i] = 0.0; 
instance_count[i] = 0;
}
reset_accumulators();
}
/*
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*/
write_test_stats()
{
double f inalerr; 
int i;
final err = 0.0;
for (T=0; i<numpats; i++)
{ printf("patt: %d tot err: %9.3f nbr presented: %lu av 
err: %8.3f\n",
i,test_out_error[i], instance_count[i], 
test_out_error[i] / instance_count[i]); 
f i n a l e r r  += test_out_error[i];
}
fprintf(outfile,"\n\n"); 
for (i=0; i<numpats; i++)
{ fprintf(outfile,"patt: %d tot err: %9.3f nbr presented: %lu av 
err: %8.3f\n",
i,test_out_error[i],i n s t a n c e c o u n t [i], 
test_out_error[i] / instance_count[i]);
}
return;
}j***********************************************************************
convert operator input char to upper case
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j
byte u p p e r c a s e ( i n c h a r )  
byte in_char;
{
if ( i n c h a r  >= ’a ’ AND in_char <= ’z ’) 
in_char = i n c h a r  - 0x20; 
r e t u r n ( i n c h a r ) ;
}j * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
remove unwanted spaces from command line input for easier parsing 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
**j
blank zap(inarray) 
char Tn_array[];
{
byte ib = 0, jb, kb;
for (kb=0; in_array[kb] != CR AND kb < 65; kb++); 
in_array[kb] = CR; 
while(in array[ib] != CR)
{ if Xin_array[ib] == BLANK)
{ for (jb=ib+l; in_array[jb]==BLANK; jb++); 
if (ib == 0 OR in_array[jb] == CR)
9
else
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memcpy(&i n_array[i b ] ,&i n_array[jb],kb-jb+1);
}
else
ib++;
}
in_array[ib+l] = NULL;
}^
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
******
converts a string from the command line to a floating pt. number, 
checking
to see if the input falls within the supplied limits. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * *  J
g e t f 1 o at(i n a r r a y ,o u t f 1 oat,1o ,hi) 
char in_array[]; 
float *out_float; 
float 1o ,h i ;
{
int i =0;
float factor = 1.0, temp= 0.0; 
int sign = 1;
while (in_array[i] == ’ ’) i++;
while (in_array[i] == ’+ ’ OR in_array[i] ==
{ if (in_array[i] == 
sign = sign * -1; 
i++;
}
while (in array[i] >= ’0 ’ AND in_array[i] <= ’9 ’)
{ temp = 10.0 * temp + in_array[i] - 0x30; 
i++;
}
if (in_array[i++] == ’.’)
{ while (in_array[i] >= ’0 ’ AND in_array[i] <= ’9 ’)
{ factor = factor / 10;
temp = temp + factor * (in_array[i++] - 0x30);
}
}
if (temp >= lo AND temp <= hi)
{ (*out_float)=temp * sign; 
return(TRUE);
}
el se
return(FALSE);
}
g e t n u m b e r (i n_array,out_number, 1 o , h i) 
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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get integer into out_number within required range 
**********************************************************************/ 
char in_array[]; 
int *out_number; 
int 1o ,h i ;
{
int i=0, temp=0;
while (in_array[i] >= ’O ’ AND in array[i] <= ’9 ’)
{ temp = 10 * temp + in_array[T] - 0x30; 
i++;
}
if (temp>=lo AND temp <= hi)
{ (*out_number)=temp; 
return(TRUE);
}
el se
return(FALSE);
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build weight file(build_id) 
char Bui 1 d_icT[];
^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
construct a new randonly generated word file
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j 
{
int weight, neuron;
FILE *bfile;
strcpy(hofile.hobase); 
strcat(hofile,build_id); 
strcpy(ihfile.ihbase); 
strcat(ihfile,build_id); 
strcpy(chfile,chbase); 
strcat(chfile,build_id);
bfile = fopen(hofile,"w");
for (neuron=0; neuroncOUTSIZE; neuron++)
{
for (weight=0; weightcHIDDENSIZE; weight++)
{
fprintf(bfile,"%8.3f\n", out_wts[neuron][weight]);
}
}
fclose(bfile);
bfile = fopen(ihfile,"w");
for (neuron=0; neuroncHIDDENSIZE; neuron++)
{
for (weight=0; weight<IN_SIZE; weight++) 
fpri ntf(bfi1e ,"%8. 3f\n",hi dden_wts[neuron][weight]);
}
}
fclose(bfile);
bfile = fopen(chfile,"w”);
for (neuron=0; neuron<HIDDEN_SIZE; neuron++)
{
for (weight=0; weight<CONTEXT_SIZE; weight++)
{
fpri ntf(bfi1e ,"%8.3f\n",con_wts[neuron][weight]);
}
}
fclose(bfile); 
return;
}
/* */ 
file_prep()
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strcpy(tst_fil_id,default_output); /* default output file */
strcpy(train file,default_train); /* set default input file ID */
strcpy(test JFile,default test); /* set default test file ID */
strcpy(representation_fiTe,letter_file); /* default representations */ 
strcpy(hofile,"random or 0") 
strcpy(ihfile,"random or 0") 
strcpy(chfile,"random or 0") 
strcpy(ho_save_file, h o s a v e b a s e ) ; /* save weight values in these file
*/
strcpy(ih_save_file, i h s a v e b a s e ) ; /* defaults */
strcpy(ch_save_file, c h s a v e b a s e ) ;
return;
}
j * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
MAIN PROGRAM
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  j
main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
int patt;
clrscr(); 
file_prep();
strcpy(this_prog, argv[0]); 
if (argc > 1)
{ strcpy(batch_input_id, argv[1]); 
if (!batch_mode())
{ printf ("\n\nbatch file input error"); 
exit(l);
}
}
el se
{ printf ("\n\nno batch file"); 
exit(l);
}
fprintf(outfile,
"\n\n TRAINING COMPLETE after XI u iterations", 
i t e r a t i o n c o u n t ) ; 
clrscr();
display_hidden_wts(); 
display_out_wts();
clrscr(); 
return;
